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achievement of international cOooQperation deserve
the profound recognition of my delegation.
7. I should like to mention with special gratitude
the official visit the Secretary-General made to
Panama in April of this year, which ~ave us a greater
realization of the dedication with whIch Mr. Perez de
Cuellar is carrying out the sensitive responsibilities
entrusted to him by the international community.
8. The Secretary-General may rest fully assured that
Panama will encourage and support his efforts to
turn the United Nations into a more effective
Organization for the maintenance of international
peace and security as well as the forum for the
solution of the grave problems confronting mankind
today.
9. Panama is located almost at the very centre of
the western hemisphere, where, at the northern end
of the Andes, it has a bird's-eye view of Central
America and the Caribbean. Having a diversified
ethnic, cultural and political make-up, my country
has had, from the beginning, pluralistic neighbourly
relations. At the same time, it offers the most
expeditious route between the Atlantic and the
Pacific, and in its settlement it merged men from the
four corners of the world. It is precisely because of
this geographical and intellectual situation that we at
all times identify ourselves with the quest for harmo
ny among the varied peoples of the Americas, who
may not be united today but whose destiny is to be
united in the future.
10. Inasmuch as it is a country characterized by the
national personality of its people, the inter-oceanic
and continental communications which are natural
to the geographical location of Panama have linked it
by culture with South America, the Antilles and the
rest of the world. HenGe our history, socio-economic
structures and culture identify and confirm us as a
Bolivarian and Caribbean nation, while at the same
time making us aware of our responsibilities as the
neighbour of the Central American region.
11. That was indeed the vision of the liberatclf
Sim6n Bolivar, when he aspired for us to be for the
new world what Corinth was for classical antiquity.
His dream began to forge a new reality when in 1826
he convened the Amphictyonic Congress in my
country "to obtain a system of guarantees which in
time of peace or war would mark our new destiny".
This has been our mission in the past and it will
continue to be our mission. In 1815, a well-known
Venezuelan wrote about a republic which, criss
crossed by canals, would shorten distances in the
world. Nine decades later, after we became a sover
eign and independent Republic, we opened up an
artificial waterway, thus speeding up world traffic.
12. These inter-ocean functions very early linked
my country with the international community as a
multilateral centre for trade and communication.
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3. Mr. ORTEGA DuRAN (Panama) (interpretation
from Spanish): Mr. President, your election to the
Chair at this thirty-ninth session of the General
Assembly represents just recognition by the interna
Honal community of your merits and personal quali
fications and of your political and diplomatic experi
ence, amply demonstrated in the United Nations as
well as in other international forums which have had
the benefit of your participation.
4. Panama highly values your important efforts as
President of the United Nations Council for Nami
bia, a post which you have carried out for the last five
years with exemplary dedication and effectiveness
and a post in which you have made a most valuable
contribution to the complete liberation of Africa and
to the stru~gle to uphold the principles of the self
determinatIon of peoples and national independence.
S. My delegation would like to welcome most
warmly Brunei Darussalam, which became a Mem
ber of the United Nations last week. We hail its entry
into the Organization as a sign of our era, an era in
which we are moving steadily along the path of
decolonization and towards the goal ef the universal
ity of the United Nations.
6. I should like to join the voice of my delegation to
the unanimous tribute which delegations have paid
to the Secretary-General. His tireless efforts to pro
mote peace and his constant dedication to the

1. The PRESIDENT: Before calling upon the first
speaker this morning, I should like to draw the
Assembly's attention to a letter addressed to me by
the representative of Botswana, dated 26 September
1984 [A/39/523]. In that letter the representative of
Botswana, on behalf of the Group of African States,
requests that the General Assembly consider, under
agenda item 31-"Policies of apartheid of the Gov
ernment of South Africa"-the situation in South
Africa as a matter of urgency, if possible, not later
than Friday, 28 September 1984, in the afternoon.
2. in this connection, a draft resolution has been
issued in document A/39/L.2. To permit the orderly
conduct of its future work, I suggest that the Assem
bly consider the scheduling of this item during our
meeting this afternoon.
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Since the days of its discovery, after Balboa divided Treaties ca~e into force in, 1979, the .Canal was
the southern sea in 1513, Panama has become the saturated wIth traffic and could serVIce 13,000
centre of geographic explorations through the Central vessels a year; today it can take 15,000. In five years
and South American shores of the Pacific. During the its daily capacity has grown from 37 to 42 vessels;
three centuries of Spanish domination, we had the waiting and transit time has been cut from 40 to an
responsibility of being the meeting-~oint for commu- ave!age of 23 hours., At the ~ame ti~e? t~e number .of
nications and trade of the metropohtan country and accIdents to vessels m transIt has dImImshed, despIte
its overseas possessions. In time, this continued the increase in their size.
through rivers and o,:er land, by m~ans, of a rail 20. With respect to the historic requirements of
network, the canal" In~er-oceamc, pIpe~me.s, port Panama, an important part of them has been com-
systems, telec0II?-ffiumcatIOns and aIr navIgatIOn, the pletely or partially satisfied. On 1 October 1979,
trade and bankmg complex, among others. Panama regained jurisdiction over two thirds of the
13. Although these physical structures imply world- land and water under colonial occupation; it also
wide functions, they are merely temporary means to regained control over its natural ports at both ends of
enable us to utilize certain of our country's territorial the Canal. Many installations and infrastructure and
attributes, which are part of the national Panamani- service facilities were returned to Panama. The Canal
an heritage. This is a very simple concept; yet itself and the most vital areas and installations
paradoxically some have refused to understand it. remained under a binational regime ofjoint adminis-
The strategic geographical location of my country has tration. On 31 March 1982, when the first stage of
time and again been the object of the greed of foreign the transition period ended, the foreign police, courts
Powers, which have exploited that part of our and judges disappeared from the area and Panama
territory for their own benefit. gained full jurisdiction over its entire territory.
14. Nevertheless, my country has throughout histo- 21. Following ratification of the Treaties, Panama
ry demonstrated its vocation 1:0 serve the internation- has received payment of $352,419,000 for Canal
al community, providing universal, effective, neutral, operations. This is considerably less than the direct
peaceful and safe access to the use of this natural and indirect benefits received by its foreign counter-
attribute through various means of communication part and of course much less than my country legally
and exchange. We Panamanians ask only that our deserves. Nevertheless, if the Treaties had not been
country should be used with respect for our sover- agreed upon, Panama would have obtained only
eignty, integrity and national interests and that it $9,800,000, the ridiculous sum paid to it under the
should benefit in a suitable way the full development colonial regime.
and. the peage and security of our people and of our 22. What is more important is that the Panamanian
Latm Amencan brothers. flag now flies throughout the former Canal Zone as
15. The issues we wish to mention here before the the symbol of our full sovereignty, and in the areas
international community are closely related to com- still under temporary military occupation and where
pliance with what I have just said. the United States flag still flies, the Panamanian
16. First of all, it is our duty to inform the General national flag always has pride, ,of place. T~us th'e
Assembly about the implementation of the 1977 ~ords.of Genera! 9mar Tor~IJos, who saId that
Panama Canal Treaties l because of the importance of th~re IS no. colomahsll?- that wIll l~st ~ 9P years, nor
their proper implementation for world trade and Latm AmerIcan who wIll put up WIth It , are all the
communications and the very significant role of more relevant.
international solidarity and the United Nations in 23. At the proper time, in compliance with the
making it possible for the Treaties to be concluded subsequent stages of the decolonization timetable
and because of what compliance with those Treaties agreed upon in the Treaties, on 1 October 1984
will bring to good relations and peace in the region. Panama will finally regain control of the areas and
17. The 1977 Canal Treaties were far from satisfy- i~stallatiot,ls under military occupation at ~ort Gul-
ing all the legitimate aspirations of the Panamanian hck a~d me so-called School of the Amencas and,
nation. Nevertheless, we must emphasize the fact mor~ ~mportant, on 1 January. 1990, the post of
that they demonstrated the feasibility of finding a admmIstr~tor of the, Canal wIll b~ filled by a
viable solution to a dangerous and complex colonial Panamaman. Panama I,S mo~t deterII?-med that each
conflict between a small developing country and a stage should be complIed WIth on time.
major Power by means of a long and difficult process 24. Progress with respect to the use of Panamanian
of negotiations, where both parties demonstrated the workers in the administration, operations and main-
political will to make mutual and reasonable conce~- tenance of the Canal is much less satisfactory. The
sions on the basis of mutual respect for thetr Treaties provide for a gradual increase in the propor-
sovereignty as nations. tion of Panamanian workers until, by 1999, there are
18. This spared both peoples and all the users of the no longer any foreign officials. However, already in
Canal inestimable damage and suffering and offered 1979 mo~e than 69 per cent of th,e la~our force was
the entire international community an extremely Panamaman, and that figure has smce Increased only
valuable precedent. We are all morally bound to to 77, per cent ~espite the fac~ that there are '!1~ny
recall with constant gratitude the two courageous and suffiCIently qu~hfied ~a~ama!1Ians. Those remammg
visionary statesmen who were responsible for the from the colomal admImstratIo~ have been reluctant
Treaties General Omar Torrijos and President Jim- to give up the higher bureaucratic posts and so-called
my Carter. positions of trust, in 'p~rticular, alt~ough such posts
19. Contrary to what was maintained by the oppo- do not call for sophIstIcated techmcal kn,owI~dge,
nents of the Treaties, ever since the coloni~l re~ime 25. The s,ituation ha~ ~een.aggravated unJustIfi~bly
in the Canal Zone was abolished and the bmatIOnal by the umlateral deCISIon Imposed by the Umted
regime and the joint administration were set up, the States majority which still exists in the Board of
Canal has become much more efficient. When the Directors of the binational Panama Canal Commis-
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sion), which directs the administration of the Canal. ees of the Canal, including the Panamanian represen-
As a result of this, a number of privileges ha"le been tatives on the Board of. Directors-despite the fact
given to the United States officials working in the that they voted to the contrary-and also the deputy
Canal administration, thus openly and directly dis- adm:nistrator of the Canal, who is a Panamanian.
criminating against the Panamanian officials doing Under this "code" the Panamanian representatives
exactly the same jobs. This is a clear and direct and the deputy administrator are assigned the status
violatIon of the 1977 Treaties, which explicitly of United States employees, subject to the federal
prohibit all forms of discrimination on the basis of laws of that country, contrary to the Treaty, which
nationality and make no provision for the granting of defines them as Panamanian officials. This is con-
such privileges. trary to the Treaty itself, which states that all the
26. To make matters worse, this measure, which officials of the Canal must act in accordance with
was introduced in spite of the many earlier objections Panamanian labour laws.
and protests by Panama, results in a heavy financial 32. Fourthly, Law 96-70 attempts to apply on
loss, which is being deducted from the earnings from Panamanian territory United States federal laws and
the operation of the C~mal, part of which belongs to rules, giving the United States jurisdiction in our
the Panamanian side. Thus Panama is in the humili- country even over Panamanian citizens and unions,
ating position of having to subsidize the cost of a contrary to what is contained in the Treaties ratified
measu;,-~ which was adopted against its own better by both parties.
judgement and which constitutes an act of discrimi- 33. That is not all, but I have given sufficient
nation against its own citizens. examples to demonstrate the gravity of the situation
27. This is one more case of violations of the letter and the consequences deriving from it. They are
and the spirit of the Treaties, which have been important not only because they are so many further
scrupulously observed by the Panamanian side. As in violations of the letter and the spirit of the Treaties
the majority of the other cases, these violations are freely entered into between both parties, but also
based on the Murphy Law, Law 96-70, which was because they impose onerous conditions which are
adopted unilaterally by the United States Congress, harmful to the dignity and the interests of Panama.
on 27 September 1979, as internal legislation de- Thus, new, unnecessary conflicts are brought about,
signed to govern the conduct of the United States to the detriment of the good relations, understanding
Government in the process of the implementation of and co-operation envisaged in the Treaties, the
the Canal Treaties. This is a typical case of an illegal proper development of which is thus impeded.
law which establishes provisions for one of the 34. The other aspect of the discrepancies is that
parties to a binational Treaty, contradicting what was relating to the cO:'lditions of the protection and
ratified by both parties to that Treaty. security of the Canal. The Panamanian attitude on
28. We refer only to the most flagrant and harmful this subject has always been based on the recognition
aspects of the situation, and should give a few that this is a sensitive Canal, whose best defence is
examples. neutrality and the universality of its services and

whose best protection is the sympathy of the people
29. First, the Treaty clearly establishes that the residing in the area. Ae r sovereign nation Panama
ri~hts and responsibilities of each of the two coun- has a traditional vocation of neutrality and non-
trIes will be exercised through the Panama Canal alignment in all matters relating to East-West ten-
Commission, which is a binational body, rather than sions and more particularly to its well-known deci-
directly by the respective Governments. It also states sion to participate in actIons of conciliation and
that the Board of Directors of that Commission, peace-making irl the Central American region. There
composed of representatives of both parties, is the is no need to elaborate on this, since everyone is
supreme governing body. In accordance with the aware that my country has taken an active part in the
Treaty itself, the United States has a majority various efforts leading up to the Contadora process,
membership of the Board-five representatives as is part of that process and provides the headquarters
compared with four Panamanians. Following the for its activities. Therefore, those who are friends and
ratification of the Treaties in both countries, Law 96- partners of Panama, particularly those friends carry-
70 attempts to turn the Canal Commission into a ing out activities on Panamanian territory, have the
branch of the United States Executive, placing its moral, political and legal duty to respect that stated
leadership in the hands of the Secretary of Defense of vocation ot J. country.
that country and attempting to turn the Board of
Directors into a mere supervisory board presided 35. The 1977 Canal Treaties authorize the tempo-
over by a representative of the Secretary of Defense. rary prolongation of the presence of United States
Thus it denies the essentially binational spirit of the bases and troops on Panamanian national territory
Canal administration. until the last day of this century, with the sole

purpose of contributing to the protection of the
30. Secondly, the Treaties from the very beginning Canal as it exists at present. Any activity of these
gave a slight numerical advantage to the United bases and troops going beyond their exclusive mis-
States side in the composition of the Board of sion of protecting the Canal runs counter to the
Directors. Law 96-70 fUIther attempts to establish Treaties allowing for their presence on the territory
that there should te a quorum at the meetings of the of my country. Hence we reiterate our protest a~ainst
Board only if there is present a majority of United and rejection of the logistics, intelligence, plannmg or
States representatives, irrespective of the total num- military training activities which are being carried
ber of members attending a particular sitting. In this out on Panamanian territory aimed against other
manner, the presence of the Panamanian members is countries in any region. Similarly, we repeat that
not taken into account for the determination of a such actions not only violate the letter of the Treaties
quorum, and this places us in an inferior position. and undermiile Panamanian policies and sovereignty
31. Thirdly, this United States majority has im- but also harm the interests of the other nations using
posed a so-called code of conduct on all the employ- the Canal.
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36. The international community and the United
Nations made a significant contribution to the
process that led to the 1977 Panama Canal Treaties,
which have made and continue to make an effective
contribution to mutual understanding and interna
tional peace and security and are a laudable prece
dent appreciated by all countries and organizations
wishing to defuse disputes and foster reace and
security. The proper implementation of the Treaties
in all their aspects and at all stages meets the
aspirations of all peoples, particularly the Latin
American nations.
37. When Law 96-70 was adopted, President Jim
my Carter engaged the word of the Chief Executive of
the United States that the text would be revised
jointly with Panama in order to bring it in line with
the Treaties and with the interests of both countries.
One of the Law's articles stipulates that the Law
should be revised periodically. Nevertheless, in the
last five years the protests of the Panamanian
Government and its demands that the revision be
conducted immediately have been constantly ignored
and this has led to an accumulation of further
violations, discrepancies and problems.
38. We should like once again to appeal, in the
General Assembly, to international solidarity and
understanding to ensure that the process of imple
mentation of the 1977 Treaties be followed more
closely and that nations friendly to Panama and to
the United States seek their strict application. This
appeal must consist in demanding the speedy revi
sion of Law 96-70 so as to bring it in line with the
spirit and the letter of the Canal Treaties.
39. We would not wish this appeai to cloud the
good relations existing between Panama and the
United States. My country repeats this call precisely
because we want to continue to improve these
relations, and these violations are an obstacle to our
aspirations. The United States introduced this law
which is the S0urce of the current problems, and it is
therefore up to that country to take the appropriate
steps. We trust that the good intentions of the United
States authorities will be sensitive to this unanimous
international appeal we are making here today.
40. Under the leadership of General Omar Torrijos,
my country began important social and economic
reforms which went hand in hand with a strengthen
ing of national sovereignty and independence, and
we are happy to say that there is no political violence
in Panama at this time. However, such violence does
exist in neighbouring countrieC) which are still suffer
ing from many structural injustices the effects of
which are further exacerbated by the international
economic crisis and the imbalances in the trade and
financial relations existing between rich and poor
countries.
41. The fact that there is an area of conflict nearby
has given rise in Panama to a foreign policy basically
aimed at contributing to the peaceful solution of the
problems in the area by means of dialogue and
political negotiations between all the parties to the
conflict and at avoiding the exacerbation or generali
zation of conflict situations. This faith in genuine
understanding among peoples has been confirmed
throughout history, and we trust that it offers the best
hope of hemispheric brotherhood in the future.
42. Thus, we consistently uphuld the principle of
Pa'1amanian neutrality with regard to disputes be
tween other countries in the area or between the great

Powers. For this reason also, we endeavour to
develop good relations with all nations of the area
without exception, even though they may have
political systems different from our own. As our
experience has shown, dialogue and agreements
jointly arrived at with all countries are the best way
to protect the security and stability of each and of the
international community as a whole.
43. In the face of the dangerous deterioration of the
regional situation, and in keeping with our experi
ence, we prefer Panama to be a c~ntre of understand
ing and conciliation rather than a party to confronta
tions. This basic principle has made my country one
of the main sites for discussions to achieve peace in
the world; the same principle animates the Contado
ra initiative.
44" We can say today that Contadora has become
onle of the most Important expressions of internation
al political solidarity and an effective means for
dialogue in the region. I need not repeat here the
readjustment this initiative has accomplished
through the Contadora declaration,2 the Cancun
Declaration on Peace in Central America,3 the Docu
ment of Objectives,4 and the document on measures
to be taken to fulfil the commitments entered into in
the Document of Objectives [see A/39/71], and the
Contadora Act on Peace and Co-operation in Central
America [see A/39/562]. But it is worth recalling that
this process has brought to the fore the fundamental
principles which have inspired and given purpose to
the initiative, that dialogue has become possible and
that that dialogue has led to the identification of
specific problems and many consensus understand
ings on the way to a solution. At the same time, it has
been possible to contain the trend towards generali
zation of the state of war which a few years ago
threatened the region. What has already been
achieved makes it possible to envisage that the
necessary agreements will be arrived at shortl~' to
implement the Coniadora objectives.
45. At a time of grave peril the world placed great
hopes in Contadora. The complexity and very nature
of the problem required a process that w"s both
patient and bold, laborious and painstaking, and that
also required di3cretion, despite demands for spec
tacular action which would not have truly helped. As
is well known, the revised version of the Contadora
Act on Peace and Co-operation in Central America,
handed over to the five Central American Govern
ments on 7 September 1984, reflects the observations
which those Governments had formulated earlier
with respect to the original version of that document
following an extensive exchange of views.
46. This has made it possible to arrive at viable
formulas of understanding which express the many
points of agreement necessary to guarantee respect
for sovereignty, mutual security and mutual respect
and neighbourly relations between all countries in the
area-pre-conditions to ensure the political stability
and social and economic development required by
the people of Central America. Therefore, it is now
vp to the five Governments to make their final
comments on the revised Contadora Act, before 15
October, in order that they may sign it soon, at a
forthcoming meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the
countries of Central America and of the Contadora
Group.
47. When that has been done, it is above all the
responsibility of the Central American Governments
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themselves to bring about an honourable and lasting
peace. It is their duty to show the political will that
they have repeatedly spoken about, by speedily
adopting the legal commitments in the Contadora
Act. Similarly, it is the duty of other Governments
with interests in the region and links with it unequi
vocally to support the adoption and implementation
of this agreement, with full respect for the self
determination and sovereignty of the Central Ameri
can nations.
48. To state here that Contadora has played its role
and that the Central Americans themselves now bear
the main responsibility in no way means that Conta
dora's responsibilities are over, or that it has relin
quished them, as some seem to think. Contadora's
role will continue through its co-operation in orchesn

trating the agreement, but above all it must maintain
an effective presence as long as peace continues to be
threa~ened.

49. From now on the international community will
have to redouble the solidarity that it has always
given to these negotiating efforts. Its support is today
more important than ever in calling on the Govern
ments of all the countries concerned to sign and fully
to implement the Contadora Act, and in asking those
countries with interests in and links with the region
speedily to subscribe to the Additional Protocol, thus
committing themselves to contribute to peace and co
operation in Central America. In that way, everyone
can contribute to bringing about the peace which the
people of Central America, the continent and man
kind deserve.
50. The amphictyonic vocation which Sim6n
BoHvar gave to my country forms an indelible part of
the national consciousness \)f Panamanians. Like the
other Latin American countries, Panama is closely
linked with its sisters in America, not only by our
historic and cultural traditions but also by the
present similarity and interrelationshjp of our struc
tures, problems and aspirations, because of which
nothing that affects other Latin Americans can be a
matter of indifference to us. Moreover, since we
share similar difficulties and ~oa1L., it is of course of
necessity the duty of our natIons ',0 act together in
ever more effective ways, so ttat we may save
ourselves and develop together, for otherwise we
shall sink separat~ly.

51. As is well known, very serious trade and
financial difficulties are part of the current problems
of Latin America. The main causes of these problems
are to be found beyond our borders and outside the
control of our couptries. There is a wi5e Japanese
saying that the first thing a good businessman must
desire is the prosperity of his customers. Indeed, that
is the only thing that can develop the market, and
only equity in the terms of trade can guarantee it.
However, mistaken economic strategies by certain
industrialized countries have resulted in turning their
partners into debtors, stifling the market instead of
contributing to its prosperity.
52. It is well known that the unjust and disorderly
structure of interuational economic' relations no
longer corresponds to contemporary reality, resulting
in harm to all the developing countries. To make
matters worse, there is a growing deterioration in the
terms of trade between the poor countries and the
industrialized countries, the effects of which are
worsened by the protectionist and restrictive mea
sures imposed by the major economic Powers, and
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particularly by the artificial and unreasonable m
crease in interest rates.'
53. Nevertheless, the major economic Powers still
do not listen to our warnings. They have continued to
ignore the urgent call for a North-South dialogue,
global negotiations and other initiatives. At the same
time, they continue to overlook the fact that the
freeze in the East-West dialogue and the escalation of
the arms race, with their inevitable budgetary and
financial effects, are costly to the developing coun
tries and are daily speeding up the deterioration of
our economic situation, presenting the world with
new threats.
54. Confronted with this situation, Latin America
continues to show its political maturity, the best
demonstrations of which are the Quito Declaration
issued by the Heads of State or Government of the
Latin American and Caribbean countries at the Latin
American Economic Conference, held from 9 to 13
January this ,ear [see A/39/l18], and the Cartagena
Consensus 0 22 June [see A/39/331].
55. Since it is the mistaken economic policies of
certain industrialized nations and their financial
organizations that have brought about this situation
for the Latin American countri~s, those nations and
creditor institu.tions can do no less than to accept
that they share the responsibility tur the present level
of indebtedness. Furthermore, in view of the great
social and political upheavals that the situation could
cause, it is impossible to claim that the problem is
exclusively financial or that the Latin American
Governments should accept forced insolvency to
please creditors who have forgotten their share of the
responsibility. The problem requires serious political
consideration, and there must be a joint solution,
bearing in mind the interests of both sides, since the
only answer is the structural improvement and the
development of the Latin American economies.
56. The Government of the Republic of Panama,
through me, thanks the United Nations for its efforts
for peace and mankind. We are convinced that not
only our country but the whole international commu
nity win solve our problems on the basis of dialogue,
political negotiation and mutual respect between
States. That is the best contribution we can make for
the benefit of our peoples.
57. Mr. GROMYKO (Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics) (interpretation from Russian): Mr. Lusa
ka, I congratulate you on your election to the office of
President of the thirty-mnth session of the General
Assembly. Our congratulations also go to the repre
sentatives of Brunei Darussalam, a State which has
become the 159th Member of the United Nations.
58. For almost 40 years now, the words "the United
Nations" have been firmly established in the world's
political vocabulary. There is virtually no major
international problem in connection with which
those words would not be spoken in different la.n
guages, both in this Hall and outside it.
59. The extensive involvement of the United Na
tions in world affairs and development!» is deter
mined by the very mission of this forum, which was
brought into being in order to unite the political will
and potential of States for the purpose of maintaining
international peace and security.
60. The conclusion reached by the founding Mem
bers of the United Nations was very simple indeed. It
was born of the experience of the most bloody and
destructive war that has ever befallen mankind.
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Indeed, it was precisely through united efforts that Assistance, held in Moscow from 12 to 14 June 1984
the aggressor was crushed. High was the cost of the [see A/39/323].
great victory whose fortieth anniversary will be 68. The Soviet Union and the States of the socialist
observed next year. All the peoples who fought community are concentrating their efforts on attain-
agai.nst fas~isrp. con~r~buted t~ t~at. vi~tory, but the ing the key objective of preventing a nuclear disast~r.
SovIet Umon s decIsive role m It IS mdlsputable. For if the destructive potential currently amassed m
61. United efforts were and are still needed today in the world were un!eashed the human race would
order to build the post-war world. For it is the main prob.ably cease to eXIst. !C? preyent that from happen-
lesson of the Second World War that States must mg IS a go'!l of ove~ndmg l!11portance. All ~tates
stand together in the fight against war. rep.resent~d m the Umted Nations sh~uld contn~ute

. to ItS achievement. No one and nothmg can relIeve
62. It IS common knowl~dge, howev~r, that as the them of the responsibility they have assumed under
war-ravaged earth was ~tI11 smoulden.ng a~d thou- the Charter of the United Nations for the destiny of
~ands ~f towns and villages w~re m rums, th.e present and succeeding generations.
mternatlOnal atmosphere once agam began to deten- Ch k
orate and ultimately to become critical. This hap- 69. As was stressed recently by Mr. . ernen 0,
pened through the fault of those who in their quest General ~ecretary of the Ce~tral c;ommltt~e of the
for world hegemony, began to beha~e contrary to Commu!ll~t Party of the Soviet U~llon, ChauIl'!an of
their obligations as allies in the anti-Hitlerite coali- the rresldl~~of the Supr~~eSovIet of the Um~:m of
tion oblivious to the lessons of the past. SovIet SOCIalIst Repubhcs. The world has radIcally

, ., changed. Its problems cannot be solved by force
63. In disregard of the lofty purposes and prmcIples ... it is imperative to adopt a policy of realism,
of the Charter of the United Nations, which they too reason and business-like co-operation in solving the
ha~ just. s,igned, a group. of States set.out to escalate problems that face mankind."
theu milItary pr~parat!~ns by puttll~g together a 70. Those who truly hold dear the interests of peace
systen~ of a~gresslve.mlh~ary blocs with the North cannot confine themselves merely to stating that
AtlantIc AllIance as It.S PivOt. Those States .r~ledged there exists a threat of nuclear war. It is necessary to
themselves to. a polI~y based. on a posItIon of pin-point the source of that threat. Clarity in this
s!rength, a polIcy of bnnkmanshlp. They are respon- regard is not merely a matter of historical fairness.
s~ble for the advent of the cold ~ar, WhI,ch for .a long An understanding of the factors that are pushing
tlIl~e froze the normal flow of mternatlOnal lIfe for mankind towards a nuclear abyss also determines the
which the peoples of the world yearned. answer to the question whether or not this calamitous
64. As a result, in the post-war years the world has process can be stopped, and how.
been. in a state of fever. And whenever intern~tional 71. It is of fundamental importance to compare the
relatIOns were marked-as was the case durmg the two political trends and the two approaches to the
period o~ dete!lte-by bu~ding co-operation between problem of nuclear weapons.
States with dIffer.ent socIal sy.s~ems, no effort \yas 72. Right after Hiroshima and Nagasaki the world
~pared to undermme those posItIve processes, which witnessed the inception of a policy of ever-greater
IS exa~tly what happe~ed .at the whim of .the North stockpiles of nuclear weapons and nuclear blackmail.
At~antIc Treaty 9rgamza.tlOn [NATOl ~lllhtary.bloc. The Soviet Union forcefully called for the outlawing
It IS precisely !hls ~rend m world pO!ltICS th~t IS the of these most deadly and destructive weapons. In-
s!Jurce 0'£ the situatIOn that charactenzes the mterna- deed, as early as 1946 the Soviet Union submitted at
tlOnal clIma~e todar· The threat of war has grown and the United Nations a draft international convention
the foundatIOns of world peace have become more on the prohibition for all time of the production and
shaky. use of nuclear weapons and on the destruction of
65. This course, which is manifest as never before their stockpiles. I am sure there are some present
in the current policies of the United States and of here in this Hall who witnessed the discussion of this
those who choose to be its accomplices, is opposed by item at that time.
a broad front of peace-loving States and forces. 73. Yet our former allies in the struggle against
66. The Soviet Union b in the vanguard of active fascism did ~ot haye the heart to vote for that
champions of peace. It has been and remains faithful proposal. TheIr re~ctIon th~n ~as bound t!J make the
to its solemn pledge taken right after the criminal peop.les apprehensIve and It did cause serIOUS appre-
Fascist swastika was crushed and the Hitlerite war henslOn.
machine smashed. The essence of that pledge has not 74. And what is the situation today? Statements are
faded with the years; it is to fight resolutely to ensure being openly made at the highest official le vels that
that the flames of world war never flare up again. The the United States has the right to deliver a first
fact that it has been possible for almost 40 years to nuclear strike, that is to say, to unleash a. nuclear war.
wa~d it off is large~y to the credit of the ~ountries 75. Our country sought a ban on nuclear weapo~s
which pursue a pohcy of peace amon~ natIOns and both when it did not possess them and after It
frustrate-by .their internation~I'prestI.ge and i"1flu- developed them. Today, as before, the Soviet Union
ence-a;g~resslveand adyentun~tlc ~eslgns wherever favours prompt measures to reduce anq ~ventua~ly
they ongmate. The SOVIet Umon IS one of them. eliminate nuclear weapons altogether. ThIS IS the aim
67. Together with other socialist countries, we shall of a.compr~hensiveset of initiatives advanced by the
continue to work in the interest of improving interna- Soviet Umono
tional relations. This is precisely the thrust of the 76. Whenever the United States side showed real-
documents of the meeting of the Political Consulta- ism and the will to come to agreement on the basis of
tive Committee of the States Parties to the Warsaw the principle of equality and equal security-some-
Treaty, held at Prague on 4 and 5 January 1983,S and thing that did happen before-it proved possible to
of the high-level Economic Conference of the mem- reach important accords. Thus, a major step forward
ber countries of the Council for Mutual Economic was taken with the conclusion in 1972 by the Soviet
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Union and the United States of the Interim Agree- cluding the United States, who realize that it is
ment on Certain Measures with respect to the precisely in this way that' the issue of negotiations is
Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms6 and the being used.
Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile 87. No, the path of stockpiling of nuclear weapons
Systems.7 is not the right path to follow. The movement must
77. However, in the years that followed, our at- be in the opposite direction, leading to the removal
tempts to reduce or at least to limit nuclear arms of these weapons and to their subsequent elimination
failed to produce concrete results. The tug of war both in Europe and throughout the world. This is the
between the groups that determine United States course of our policy.
foreign policy has been won by the ll1;ili~aristic~lly 88. The Soviet Union is in favour of serious talks.
minded. They attempt to devalue the eXlstmg Sovlet- Not only are we prepared for such talks, but we are
American accords by wrecking what was achieved insisting on them. Our proposals on the limitation
earlier through long and painstaking work on both and reduction of strategic arms and on the limitation
sides, as was done with the SALT 11 Treaty.8 of nuclear arms in Europe remain valid. They neither
78. They broke off and refuse to resume the trilater- offer advantages nor do any harm to either side. The
al talks between the Soviet Union, the United United States must remove the obstades it has put in
Kingdom and the United States on the complete and the way of the talks. Unless these obstacles are
general prohibition of nuclear-weapons tests. They removed, of course, these talks will not take place,
stalled the ratification of the Soviet-United States and this is what the United States has in mmd.
treaties on the limitation of underground nuclear- 89. It is often asked: since it is difficult for the time
weapons tests and on peaceful nuclear explosions being to arrive at a radical solution to the problem of
that had been signed a long time ago. And what nuclear arms, would it not be possible to take steps
tremendous efforts were required to arrive at those that would create a favourable atmosphere for that,
treaties and agreements! raise the level of trust among States and ease
79. Those and other similar actions are but a few international tension?
examples of the policy of the United States, whose 90. We are convinced that such steps are both
central objective is to try to secure military superiori- possible and necessary. An effective measure of this
ty for itself. kind would be the implementation of our proposal,
80. Stories intended to mislead people are being endorsed by the United Nations, for a quantitative
churned out in profusion. Not that they are particu- and qualitative freeze of nuclear weapon arsenals by
larly reticent about saying that, should they eventual- all States which possess them. ThiG could be done in
ly feel like negotiating, they would do so only from the first place by the Soviet Union and the United
strength. To that end-they claim-the United States on a bilateral basis to set an example for other
States must first build up its military muscle. nuclear Powers to follow. Could we not do this? We
81. It took Washington a long time to send its team propose to Washington: let us set such an example.
to the negotiating table at Geneva. However, at the 91. For the time being it is necessary at least to
talks the United States side followed a scenario that suspend the nuclear~arms race. The world has crossed
was not designed to lead to agreement. How else can the line beyond which any further buildup and
one describe the fact that while negotiating the improvement of these arms is not only dangerous but
limitation of nuclear arms in Europe our partners did senseless.
exactly the opposite? Beforehand-I repeat, before- 92. In the present circumstances it is futile and
hand-they set the date for deploying new United hopeless for anyone to expect to get ahead and gain
States medium-range missiles on the territories vf military superiority. It is absolutely illusory to hope
several Western European States. We were told to to win a nuclear war: whether global or limited,
accept the United States position or else there would blitzkrieg or protracted-whatever the nuclear war
be no agreement. So there is no agreement. doctrines.
82. As to the Soviet proposals paving the way to 93. Such is the authoritative and unanimous con-
a~reemeJ1ts, they were rejected out of hand. Anything clusion of scientists and competent military and
aImed at reaching agreement on the basis of equality civilian experts of world renown, with the exception
was opposed with hostility. of those, of course, who have lost their honour and
83. It was Washington's deliberate intention to conscience or those who were not at all endowed by
wreck the negotiations on nuclear arms-both medi- nature with either.
urn-range and strategic. And it succeeded in th}s. 94. What kind of people can fail to see that peace
Juggli~g with words ostensibly in favour of negotI~- today is fra$ile? In spite of the obvious, they once
tions IS a false propaganda ploy. Its purpose IS again prodalm a policy of "peace through strength".
obvious. Moreover, they are trymg to elevate this policy to the
84. Now they rej~ice that they were able t~ ke~p ~he level of statesmanship. All we hear is that strength,
timetable and begm the deployment of theIr mIssIles strength and, above all, strength is the guarantee of
in Europe, as planned. Even here in the course of the international peace. In other words-weapons, weap-
General Assembly one can meet representatives of ons and still more weapons. But does not the
Western European States who are rubbing their experience of the past-both recent and remote-
hands with pleasure over the fact that' the plan for show otherwise?
deployment is being implemented. 95. In the face of the currently a8$ravated danger-
85. It makes no difference whether deception is ous military and political confrontatIon it is extreme-
crude or cleverly packaged. A good idea is being ly important not to miss the chance. Agreement
exploited for unsavoury purposes. should be reached on freezing nuclear weapons and
86. We have noticed that there are realistically prospects opened up for a subsequent reduction of
minded politicians and statesmen in the West, in- arsenals of these weapons.
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96. Sentiments in favour of such a solution have
become widespread in the world. As is well known,
the broadest sections of the population in the United
States and other Western countries spontaneously
come out in favour of this solution, and we fully
understand their aspirations.
97. Only ill will can guide those who spawn all
kinds of insinuations that the Soviet Union all but
manipulates or is behind this movement. Let them
ask what it is that the people who take to the streets
in mass marches of protest are fighting for. Let them
ask those people themselves. Let them ask those
people, not us. They will give only one answer: they
are fighting for life. What kind of people can assume
that the Americans or the British, the French or the
Italians, the Germans or the Dutch wish to perish in
the fiames of nuclear war? We think that those who
hope to crush the anti-nuclear movement by punitive
measures realize it full well.
98. In this light, what is the value of the human
rights rhetoric in which they just love. to indulge .in
their speeches, statements before vanous commIs
sions and committees, in articles and voluminous
reports to parliaments. In fact, the proponents of the
arms race do not care a bit about these rights,
including the paramount human right-the right to
life.
99. There can be no justification for any action that
pushes the world to nuclear war. It is only natural
that last year the General Assembly adopted-at the
Soviet initiative-by an overwhelming majority of
its Members resolution 38/75 condemning nuclear
war as the most hideous crime that could be commit
ted against peoples.
100. A nuclear age requires that political thinking
be consonant with its realities. Where categories such
as "strength", "deterrence" and "superiority" still
prevail in this thinking, they must be replaced by
concepts of the non-use of force and of trust, equality
and mutual regard for security interests.
101. It would be of fundamental importance if
nuclear Powers observed, in relations between them
selves, certain norms that were formulated by Mr.
Chernenko in his statement last March. It is pro
posed that these Powers: regard the prevention of
nuclear war as the primary objective of their foreign
policy, preclude situations fraught with the risk of
nuclear conflict and, should such a risk arise, hold
urgent consultations in order to prevent a nuclear
conflagration; renounce the propaganda of any nucle
ar war scenario, whether global or limited; assume an
obligation to forgo the first use of nuclear weapons;
under no circumstances use nuclear weapons against
non-nuclear countries which have no such weapons
on their territory, respect the status of the existing
nuclear-free zone and encourage the establishment of
new such zones in various parts of the world; prevent
the proliferation of nuclear weapons in any form; not
transfer to any recipient whatsoever such weapons or
control over them, not deploy them on the territory
of countries where there are no such weapons and not
extend the nuclear-arms race to new environments,
including outer space; seek, step by step, on the basis
of the principle of equal security, the reduction of
nuclear armaments up to and including the complete
elimination of all types of such weapons.
102. The Soviet Union is in favour of reaching
agreement at any time with other nuclear Powers on
the mutual recognition of such norms and making

them binding. This would serve to reduce the risk of
the outbreak of a nuclear ·conflict.
103. In view of its special urgency, it is necessary to
single out the question of preventing the race in
nuclear and other weapons in outer space, which
some want to turn into a staging area for war. We all
know who is seeking this.
104. The extension of the arms race to outer space,
unless checked in time, could become an irreversible
process. Effective measures are needed to keep outer
space peaceful.
105. No one country should believe that this is for
others, not for it, to decide. Such an attitude would
be a big mistake.
106. A major step has been our initiative in calling
for Soviet-United States talks on preventing the
militarization of outer space [see A/39/335]. We
believe that the Soviet Union and the United States,
as the leading Powers in the field of outer space
exploration, should do all they can to keep outer
space peaceful and in particular, with a view to
accomplishing this task, to lay the foundations for
multilateral agreement. This idea seems to be alive
among many States. Full responsibility for the failure
to hold the talks rests with the United States side.
Washington is unwilling to engage in the talks.
107. Ask any man in the street in any town in the
United States, in the Soviet Uriion or in any other
country whether he believes that nuclear weapons
should be stationed in space, beyond the Earth's
atmosphere, at an altitude of hundreds of kilometres,
and that outer space should become a springboard for
war preparations, or whether he feels that this should
not be allowed to happen. There is no doubt that the
answer will be unequivocal: this cannot be allowed.
108. We urge the United States Government to
recognize that the militarization of outer space
threatens the whole of mankind, including the Amer
ican people themselve8. We express the hope that the
United States will refrain from actions which would
make irreversible the process of turn.' \lter space
into an arena of military rivalry ant it will be
willing to engage in talks with a view ..~ teaching an
agreement. For its part, the Soviet Union continues
to be in favour of starting such talks as soon as
possible.
109. The General Assembly would be doing a good
thing if it forcefully voiced its concerted opinion that
the militarization of outer space should not be
allowed to take place and that outer space must be
used solely for the good of peoples and not for sowing
death and destruction on Earth. We hope that every
member of every delegation in this Hall will give
serious thought to this.
110. In seeking to promote this goal in every
possible way, the Soviet Union proposes the inclu
sion in the agenda of the current session of the
Assembly of an important and urgent item entitled
"Use of outer space exclusively for peaceful purposes
for the benefit of mankind". What we are talking
about is, in the first place, the banning, without delay
and for all time, of the use of force in and from outer
space against the Earth, as well as from the Earth
against objects in outer space. In other words,
agreement must be reached on the prohibition and
elimination of space attack weapons of all systems,
whatever their mode of basing, designed to destroy
objects in space. This applies above all to States with
major space capabilities.
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111. The United Nations should speak out emphat- to accommodat{: the positions of the other partici-
ically and with all its authority in favour of achieving pants in the talks.
reliably verifiable agreements on a bilateral and a 120. Not everyone wants to see a 7":uccessful comple-
multilateral basis. The way must be opened for tion of those talks. Some would rather see them fail.
concerted and constructive efforts by States which It would seem that the ostensible interest of certain
could eventually lead to the creation of a world States serves to conceal their plans for a build-up of
organization for the use of outer space exclusively for chemical weapons. Such tactics should be strongly
peaceful purposes. condemned. We may presume that certain War
112. Among those present here there are bound to Departments are doing this. But where are the
be people who in 1982 witnessed the Soviet Union statesmen? Where are true sobriety and far-sight-
solemnly assume in this Hall a unilateral obligation edness, a wide-angle look at peace and the fate of the
not to be the first to use nuclear weapons. That world?
decision-which was not an easy one to take-is of 121. The drafting of an international convention on
exceptional importance. the prohibition and elimination of chemical weapons
113. Our country continues to urge the other nucle- should be speeded up, and the United Nations could
ar Powers, which have not yet done so, to assume a contribute to this in no small measure. With time this
similar obligation. This would also be a tangible problem will become eveh more intractable.
historic contribution to international confidence- 122. Our country expresses its readiness to take
building. Much is said about trust and confidence, part in multilateral negotiations on the limitation of
but by no means is everything done to bring it about. naval activities and naval armaments and on the
114. Surely the implementation of the proposal of extension of confidence-building measures to seas
the socialist countries to conclude a treaty on the and oceans, especially to regions with the busiest sea
mutual non-use of military force in relations between lanes or with the highest likelihood of conflict
the States of the Warsaw Treaty and the North situations. We have already put forward a proposal-
Atlantic Alliance would help to dissipate mutual and this is worth recalling-for an agreement on
apprehensions. It would be a welcome decision if an appropriate measures, including those applicable to
obligation not to be the first to use either nuclear or particular regions, such as the Indian, Atlantic or
conventional weapons against one another-in other Pacific Oceans, the Mediterranean Sea or the Persian
words, not to use force-were undertaken by States Gulf.
whether or not they belong to military alliances or 123. The convening of an international conference
have a neutral or non-aligned status. on the Indian Ocean is being inadmissibly delayed.
115. We have also submitted these and some other The United States and some of its allies disregard the
major proposals at the Conference on Confidence- will of the littoral States that wish to see a peaceful
and Security-building Measures and Disarmament in Indian Ocean and clear skies above it. As before, the
Europe, meeting at Stockholm. They have been Soviet Union continues actively to advocate the
submitted in combination with certain confidence- turning of this ocean into a zone of peace, something
building measures in the military field. that would be a major step towards preventing the
116. Representatives of NATO countries, on the militarization of the world's oceans.
other hand, take what is actually an obstructionist 124. The arms race is seriously damaging to people
position with regard to these proposals. What is even when the guns are silent, for it is increasingly
proposed under the guise of military and technical consuming intellectual and material wealth and im-
measures is a programme, which they have drawn up, pedes the solution of global problems such as the
of poorly disguised espionage. The measures they are elimination of hunger and disease, the search for new
trying to sell do not, of course, affect a single inch of sources of energy, and the preservation of the
the territory of the United States-that is, the environment.
country in which the foundations of the military 125. These tasks will not be accomplished either by
machine of the NATO bloc are to be found. It is on declaratory statements or by attempts to make assist-
Soviet territory that they are proposing to carry out ance to other countries contingent on their accept-
these measures. ance of a particular model of socio-economic devel-
117. The same can be said about the prospects of opment. Something else is required, namely, the
the Vienna Talks on Mutual Reduction of Forces and renunciation of all forms of exploitation and of the
Armaments and Associated Measures in Central use of trade and economic ties as tools of political
Europe. The fruitless "data" discussion started by the pressur~, and a restructuring of international eco-
Western participants has long been stalling those nomic re!aiions on a just and democratic basis.
talks. 126. By pressing for the implementation of tangible
118. The NATO countries are evading the business- measures for curbing the arms race and achieving
like discussi,..Jo of cardinal questions, above all those disarmament in close connection with the solution of
dealing with arms reduction, although without such world economic and social development problems,
discussions there can be no real strengthening of we consider that reduction of military budgets in
security and stability on the European continent. At either percentage or absolute terms is a promising
the Vienna talks too, there should be no'place for any way to achieve such a goal. And yes, I am talking
of the kind of political manoeuvring In which our about military budgets.
negotiating partners like so much to indulge. 127. Together with t:~e other States signatories of
119. Some two years ago at Geneva the Soviet the Warsaw Treaty, the Soviet Union has submitted a
Union introduced at the Conference on Disarma- proposal to the countries of the North Atlantic bloc
ment draft basic provisions for a convention on the to begin talks on the question of the mutual non-
prohibition of chemical weapons.9 That draft consti- increase of military expenditures and their subse-
tutes a well-balanced basis for agreement. Some of its quent reduction. In our view, there should be no
provisions were subsequently revised and amended obstacles to the participation of States that do not
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belong to these military and political groupings in establishing nuclear-free 2.ones and zones of peace in
implementing the proposed measures. various parts of the globe. We have responded
128. However, so far there has been no response positively tc? the r~cent initiative by Argent~na,
from the NATO countries, and that is no accident. If Greece,. India, Mexl~o, Swed~n a~d the. Umt.ed
a picture were taken today using the most sophisti- Repubhc of Tanzama, contamed m their Jomt
cated modem technology to show on a planetary Declaration [see A/39(277], which urged all nuclear
scale the magnitude of the world-wide military Po~ers to stop the ~U1ld-up ~f nuclear weapons and
preparations by the United States and its allies, it begm to reduce theIr stockptles.
would reveal a view that would stun any thinking 137. The proposals that we have made constitute an
person: a palisade of missiles; strategic bombers; impressive list of initiatives aimed at easing intema-
naval armadas plying the waters of the seas and tional tensions and developing peaceful co-operat.ion
oceans; hundreds of military bases scattered all over among States.
the globe; and colossal stockpiles of weapons of every 138. Yet no matter what proposals or arguments we
type. advance, our counterparts say "no"-they are not
129. Some may ~ay that. the Soviet Union too has acceptahle.
weapons on ~~nd, m the air and on and under water. 139. They swear that they favour a halt in the arms
Ou~ answer IS. Yes~ we do have them, but .not by. our race, but only through modernization of arms and
chOIce. The obJect~ve facts of post~w~r hlst<?ry trre- through improvement and stockpiling of weapons. Is
fut~bly show that It was not th~ Sovlet.l!~lon, not it not absurd? It is absurd, indeed, and it underlies
socialIsm, but rather th~ other sl~e that ImtI~ted the the entire policy. They would have people believe
arms race ~nd each of ItS new spirals. That IS where that they favour a reduction in world tensions, but
the truth hes. only by establishing more and more military bases,
1~O. Forced ~o take countermeasures, our country by intensifying military preparations, by militarizing
did so only m. response to,. and !O the exte~t outer space and by deploying new kinds of United
commensurate ~Ith,.the protectlO.n of ItS own secun- States nuclear weapons in Europe.
ty and that of ItS fnen~s and all~es: We have never 140. What is needed to prevent hunger and disease
sou.ght,. n~r are.~e seekm~,. supenonty. We stand for from claiming the lives of countless millions of
mall~tammg mlhtary eqUllIbnum, and at the lowest people? According to the logic of NATO countries,
possible level at that. this can be achieved by throwin~ as much money and
131. .We. ~a.ve. put forward no less than 100 ~on- resources as possible down the msatiable maw of the
structlve mltIatIves from the rostrum of the Untted war industry
Nations alone. The whole world knows that it was the . .
Soviet Union that came forward with the most 141. It woul~ appear that there IS no ~ther pat.h
radical proposal-general and complete disarma- !owa~ds ensur~ng peac~ than war. prepa.r~tJ.O!1s. ThiS
ment combined with general and complete control. IS tWisted logiC, a logiC of frenzied mllItansm.
No one else has proposed this. 142. All States must have a clear understanding of
132. Numerous proposals have been made by the why none. of t.he important and acute. inter~ational
Soviet Union to curb the arms race in some of its problems IS bemg solved at present. ThiS applIes first
areas. We have proposed-and our proposal still and foremost to nuclear weapons and the arms race.
stands-that agreement be reached on the complete 143. They are not being solved because the NATO
prohibition of nUckear-weapon tests and on the States do not want it. The instigator of this policy is,
prohibition of the development and manufacture of of course, Washington. It has firmly linked its foreign
new types of weapons of mass destruction and of new policy plans with the further stockpiling of nuclear
systems of such weapons. weapons as well as other types of weapons of mass
133. The Soviet Union has also been making sus- destruction. It has put up an insurmountable wall on
tained efforts to reduce conventional armaments and the path to agreement.
armed forces by proposing that this problem be 144. Even elementary decency is lacking in cases
solved on both a global and a regional basis. wheie representatives of the two Powers-the Soviet
134. The world community welcomed the Soviet U~ion and the United St~tes-meet.to discuss C?ne
initiatives that brought forth major internat:f)nal thmg. o~ another. Everythmg !he Umted States Side
treaties and agreements-the Treaty on the Non- says IS .mtended to secure umlateral advantages for
Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, the Treaty Ban- th~ Umted States. Therefore, from the very o~!set
ning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere in thmgs are doomed to failure. If there are polItical
Out~r Space and under Water, the Treaty on 'the genes, then failure is genetically inevitable.
Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons 145. If you read closely the documents setting out
and Other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Sea- the policy of the United States Administration for
Bed and the Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil Thereof, the future-and there are quite a lot of them-you
the Convention on the Prohibition of the Develop- will see that these documents, which are imbued with
ment, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological the spirit of imperial ambitions and enmity towards
(Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their De- the Soviet Union and other peace-loving States,
struction, and so on. They continue to serve their ~Iorify the course aimed at United States domination
purpose to this day and serve it well. m the world and extol arms ~md strength. Thus, they
135. We have voluntarily and unilaterally assumed set the stage for deadlocks j, :·e solution of all the
a number of obligations ranging from no-first-use of acute problems of today.
nuclear weapons to prac~ical steps limiting our armed 146. We are convinced that each State, irrespective
forces and armaments m Central Europe. of its social system, whether big or small, will realize
136. While making its own constructive contribu- that this is a course that leads to a further aggravation
tions, the Soviet Union reacts favourably to propos- of tensions in the world, to an increased risk of a
als made by other countries. We support the idea of nuclear catastrophe.
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10th meeting-27 September 1984 167--------------------=--147. The Soviet delegation is authorized to state attempt to force upon' it a capitulation agreement
before this high forum that the Soviet Union will with Israel, and these acts are still going on today.
follow the same policy course it has pursued up to 158. Yet the facts show that the United States,
now, namely, the course aimed at peace, disarma- which relies upon "strategic co-operation" with Isra-
ment, limitation and subsequent elimination of nu- el, has no intention of establishing lasting peace in
clear armaments, and the solution of other scute that region.
problems of today. 159. The Soviet Union has recently put forward a
148. One should face the truth squarely. It is proposal on the principles of a Middle East settle-
precisely the current United States policy that has ment. That proposal is well known and has evoked a
made the gap between these two courses in world broad resprynse. We call upon all parties to the
politics wider and deeper than ever before and has conflict to act with sober-minded regard for each
virtually blocked the paths leading to agreement. other's legitimate rights and interests, and upon all
149. Today, many people are wondering anxiously other States to facilitate the search for a just settle-
if everything has been lost and the only thing left is to ment in the Middle East.
acknowledge that international relations have 160. Provocative intrigues cont.inue against sover-
plunged into total darkness. eign and non-aligned Afghanistan. The foes of the
150. We do not accept such a view of the situation Afghan people will stop at nothing and will not
in the world. A feeling of doom is alien to our world abandon their hope of plunging it back into medieval

darkness. To t.his end, military incursions from
outlook. An insurmountable barrier must be erected outside are being organized. Is it possible to solve the
against war. An end must be put to the stockpiling of foreign policy aspect of this problem? Yes, it is. The
weapons in the world. way to do that is to stop forming, arming and
151. It is understandable that prevention of war is a infiltrating into the country from outside gangs of
difficult task. The flywheel of military production is anti-Government bandits and saboteurs and not to
revolving continuously, and influential forces- interfere in the internal affairs of Afghanistan. There
which place the interests of dominating the world can be no doubt that Afghanistan has followed, and
above everything \~lse-will not stop it. will continue to follow, the path it has chosen-the
152. Examples are readily available; they are at path of independence, freedom, social progress,
hand-all you have to do is reach for them. In peace and non-alignment.
defiance of the elementary norms of international 161. In South-East Asia the situation is being
law and morality, an act of banditry was committed exacerbated by the policy pursued by outside forces.
against tiny Grenada, which dared to assert its Acts of provocation against Viet Nam, Laos and
sovereignty. It was occupied and robbed of its Kampuchea are goin~ on unabated. Attempts are
independence. being made to pit theIr neighbours, the members of

the Association of South-East Asian Nations
153. We are witnessing gross interference in the [ASEAN] , against those countries. We regard the
internal affairs of El Salvador. No effort is being initiative of the three countries of Indo-China on
spared to prop up the regime of the stooges who are turning South-East Asia into a zone of peace, good-
committing brutal crimes against the Salvador~an neighbourliness and co-operation, as also their efforts
people. to start a political dialogue awong the States of the
154. A real siege-military. political and econom- region, as constructive.
ic-has been mounted against Nicaragua, whose 162. The Soviet leadership has repeatedly stated its
people, defending their national freedom, indepen- positions on the question of its relations with the
dence and democratic achievements, are heroically People's Republic of China. Those positions are well
resisting in the race of the undeclared war organized known. The Soviet Union favours normal, good-
against it by Washington. But the Nicaraguan people neighbourly relations between these two great States.
want just one thing: they want their independence
and they want to resolve their internal affair~ as they 163. Obstacles are bein$ put in the way of the
themselves see fit. normalization of the situatIon in the Korean peninsu-

la, thus increasing tension in the Far East. The Soviet
155. The United States still cannot reconcile itself Union has consistently affirmed its solidarity with
to the existence of socialist Cuba. Threats are being the Korean people in their struggle for the wiuldrawL
made against Cuba to force that country off the al of foreign troops from South Korea and for the
course to which it has been committed in both words peaceful reunification of their homeland, without
and deeds. any outside interference. The proposals of the Demo-
156. The situation in Central America-where a cratic People's Republic of Korea provide a pos;tive
dangerous pocket of tensior. has been created- basis for a settlement of the Korean que~tiOn

should' be settled by peaceful means on the basis of 164. The racist regime of Pretoria has c.'11 but been
an unconditional cessation of United States interfer- formally named a "historical ally" of the United
ence in the internal affairs of the countries of the States. In defiance of the decisions of the United
region. Possibilities for such a settlement have been Nations, that regime is trying to keep Namibia under
opened up thanks to the constructive approach of the colonial yoke for a& long as possible and is
Nicaragua and Cuba and to the initiative of the threatening-m particular by overt interventionist
States of the Contadora Group. The Soviet Union actions-the independence of Angola and other
supports the efforts to reach a political settlement of neighbouring African States That regime could not
the problem. engage in such lawlessness were it not for the
157. Turning now to the Middle East, here again we complicity of some major Powers.
can see what the imperialist policies mean for 165. There can be no doubt, however, that the
peoples and countrie~. Still fresh in our memories are Namibian people will win their freedom and inde-
the barbaric acts in Lebanon undertaken in an pendence. In the present-day world, the colonial
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policy of South Africa and its patrons is a historically action to that end on any pretext whatsoever1 ~uld to
doomed anomaly. halt any such action already in progress.
166. The economically weak countries of Asia, 1~3. All ~tates are duty-bound to respect the ,in-
Africa and Latin America are being virtuaily plun- ahenable nght of t~e peoples o~ t~e world to deCIde
dered by industrialized capitalist States. The Soviet for themstJves th~Ir own d~~tImes and to pur~ue
Union, like other socialist countries, will continue to mdependently theIr own polItIcal or any other kmd
render assistanc~, to the extent of its capabilities, to of development.
the newly independent States in their efforts to 174. Our proposal stems from the Soviet Union's
develop their national economies. International eco- approach of principle. The adoption of this proposal
nomic relations should be restructured in such a way would contribute greatly to preventing and eliminat-
that all countries of the world can make economic ing international conflicts and to consolidating moral
and social progress. and political barriers against aggression and war.
167. Of late, the world has been increasingly con- 175. There is much truth in the statement that the
fronted with dangerous symptoms in the policy of the international situation is directly dependent on the
United States, such as claims to impunity and licence state of Soviet-United States relations. Today, as
to do anything it wishes. It <ioes not scruple to always, our country believes in the maintenance of
declare any criminal ways and means legitimate if normal relations with the United States-and there
these can serve the desired ends. In w"'~ld affairs, it has been much talk about this. Until the recent past,
intends to follow the logic of the idea that one does that is precisely how these relations were developing,
whatever one's left foot desires. And so it tramples on although not without certain vicissitudes, whereas in
other peoples' lands with soldiers' iron-heeled the years of the Second World War they were
boots-left, right, left, right. relations of allies.
168. We are convinced that the time is ripe to take 176. In recent years these relation~ have been
the most serious notice of the fact that certain States, dIsrupted through the efforts of Washmgton. T~ey
h~ ~ .tng set out to achieve military superiority and to have sp~red no effort to destroy a~l the gams
pursue the policy of terrorism in international affairs, accomplIshed to~ether an~ to unde~mme the trust
have resorted to actions designed to undermine the that had been .b~Ilt ~I? earlIer. What IS mor~, they all
socio-political systems of other States. but. flaunt theIr I!1dlfterence to the r~pu~atIOn o,f the

, , . Umted States SIde as a partner In mternatIonal
1.69. There I,S a very lon& lIst of d~~uments, d~CI- affairs. Yet, that is not something to flaunt.
SIons, resolutIons and vanous prOVISIons to whIch, .
States have affixed their seals and which specifically 177., HIstOry. does not beglI~ ~n t~e day whe.n a
provide that it is inadmissible for countries to partIcular UnIt~d States AdmmlstratIon comes ,mto
interfere in the internal affairs of others. Even the offi,ce. The penods when tp.e tw<? Powers combmed
United Nations as a whole has no right to intervene theIr efforts. to defea~ faSCIsm WIll, stand .out ~~s the
in such matters. It is only necessary to look at Article best .pag~s m the hIStOry of SO~Iet-Un~ted .::ltates
2 of the Charter of the United Nations, which states rel~hons, and those who determm,e Umte~ Stat~s
precisely that. When that Article was discussed and polIcy today have ~ gr~at deal to do If they WIsh theIr
adopted in the course of the discussion and adoption words and the oblIgat,IOns they ~ssu~e to. be trusted.
of the Charter, everyone solemnly and unanimously No attempts to substIt}lte modIficatIons m form for
supported the idea that not even the United Nations the SUbstance, <?f a, polIcy and for th.e need to move
should have the right to intervene in the internal away fro~ mIlItafls~ towar~s a polIcy of peace can
affairs of States be me~nmgf':ll. T~at IS nothm~ bu;t an empty vessel.

. What IS reqUIred IS the determmatIOn to make such a
170. Yet, flagrant violations of this international move if one is truly guided by good intentions in
law are being committed today before the eyes of the United States-Soviet relations and is really working
world, while those responsible say that they are towards peace. That alone can carry some weight on
acting i~ such a way simply because they do not lE. the political scales.
the SOCIal system of ~o~e State or ,other. ThIS 178. The Soviet Union believes that it is precisely
dest~oys the very pOSSIbIlIty of ensurmg peaceful concrete deeds, not verbal assurances, that can lead
relatIOns and mutual trust amon& ~tates and, m- to normalizing the situation in our relations with the
creases t~e threa~ of war. Such polICIes and actIOns United States. The Soviet Union will not be found
flout the mternatIonal rules of c~nduct. They ca~not wanting. Every American, every American family,
be ~olera~ed and. must be termmated. The U!1Ited should know that the Soviet Union wants peace-
!'lattons, m our VIew, should sp,ea~ out e~phattcally and only peace-with the United States.
In support of the rule of law m mternatIOnal rela- 179 W h did 1 d' btions . e ave eve ope norma an , m a num er

" " of cases, good and fruitful relations with the coun-
171: I!1 the lI.gh;t of what I have saId, the Sov~et tries of Western Europe, but we cannot disregard the
Um~n IS s~bmlttI.ng to the General Ass~mbly fo,r ItS fact that some of them have permitted the deploy-
conSIderatIOn an Important and urgent Item entItled ment on their territories of new United States nuclear
"Inadm~ssibility of the p~licy of State terr~ri~m and missiles intended for use as first-strike weapons.
any, actI<?~s by States aImed at unqermmmg "the 180. Nor can one overlook the fact that in some
soclo-polItIcal system of other sovereIgn States. quarters hopes have not yet been abandoned of
172. We propose that the United Nations resolutely revising the post-war realities in Europe. Recently
condemn the policy and practice of State terrorism as such revanchist sentiments have been fuelled by
a method of dealing with other countries and peo- statements which seek to question the commitments
pIes. It is necessary to renounce any action aimed at assumed by the members of the and-Hitkr coalition.
changing or undermining by force the social systems We would caution against yielding to that dangerous
of sovereign States, destabilizing and overthrowing frenzy and we appeal for sober-mindedness, No one
their legitimate Governments, or initiating military has the right to disrupt what has not merely become a
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pillar of international law but was born of the
innumerable sacrifices of the last world war.
181. We regard the countries of Asia, Africa and
Latin America, which make up the majority of the
Movement of NonmAligned Countries-an influential
force in the world today-as our fellow fighters in the
struggle between those who work for peace and those
who work against it. It is the intention of the Soviet
Union to continue to do everything in its power to
deepen and develop friendly ties with those coun
tries.
182. It is our firm conviction that it is possible to
correct the ClI rrent alarming tilt in international
developments, to halt the arms race and to set it on a
downward spiral, to reduce and then totally eliminate
the threat of war. This requires the combined efforts
of States, nuclear and non-nuclear, big and small,
regardless of their social systems.
183. As Mr. Chemenko has stressed, "the Soviet
Union will co-operate fully with all States which are
prer 1red, by practical deeds, to help to ease interna
tional tensions and to create an atmosphere of trust
in the world-in other words, with all those who
genuinely seek to consolidate the foundations of
peace and not to prepare for war."
184. The future of mankind is the common respon
sibility of all countries and all peoples, and the
peoples of the world are entitled to expect that the
United Nations and all its activities will be imbued
with a sense of that responsibility.
185. Mr. MIRDHA (India): Allow me to congratu
late you, Sir, on your unanimous election to the
presidency of the thirty-ninth session of the General
Assembly. We are particularly gratified to see you, a
distinguished son of Africa and an eminent represen
tative of a country with which India has traditionally
close and cordial relations, preside over the proceed
ings of this Assembly. We are confident that under
your able:: stewardship we shall be able to deal
effectively with the many important questions on our
agenda.
186. I should like to take this opportunity also to
place on record our appreciation of the effective and
statesmanlike leadership provided to the Assembly's
thirty-eighth session by your distinguished predeces
sor, Mr. Illueca, of Panama.
187. I wish to pay a tribute te the Secretary-General
for the indefatigable energy and quiet competence he
has displayed in his stewardship of the United
Nations during the past year. His patience and
perseverance are characteristic of a style of function
ing that has added much prestige and honour to the
office of the Secretary-General. He has won our
admiration for his skilful handling of several crisis
situations. We wish him e~. y success in the future.
188. We welcome to the United Nations family its
newest member, Brunei Darussalam. Its admission as
the 159th Member is a reaffirmation of the principle
of universality of membership of the Organization.
We look forward to working in close co-operation
with that country's delegation in the United Nations.
189. We are at the threshold of the Rfth decade of
the United Nations. As the United Nations ap
proaches its fortieth anniversary it is but appropriate
that we pause to review the historic role the Organi
zation has been playing. This is also a time for
introspection and reflection so that we can improve
our own performance and make the Organization
more effective.
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190. In November 1948, 'the first Pdme Minister of
India, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, addressing the Gen
eral AssemblylO on behalf of newly independent
India, stated that the Charter of the United Nations,
in noble language, had laid down the principles and
purposes of that great Organization, and he thought
it would not be possible to improve upon that
language. The objectives were clear, he said, and yet
it had often happened that the main objectives had
been lost sight of amid matters of secondary impor
tance. He further stated that he was convinced that
the best of objectives could not be reached if men's
eyes were bloodshot and men's minds clouded with
passion. The lesson of history, he noted, and more
especially the lesson of the last two great wars, which
had devastated humanity, was that out of hatred and
violence could come only hatred and violence. The
Assembly was in the midst of a cycle of hatred and
violence, he said, and it was obvious that if that cycle
persisted and war, which the Assembly was specially
intended to prevent, broke out, not only would there
be tremendous devastation all over the world, but no
individual Power or group of Powers would achieve
its objective.
191. The words of Jawaharlal Nehru are valid even
today. The optimism that was generated in the early
years of the United Nations has in recent years been
sadly dissipated. We are facing not only an acute and
troubled international situation but, more important,
a period when faith in the world Organization
appears to be weakening. There is today in some
quarters a cynical disregard of the role and contribu
tion of th~ United Nations, as, indeed, a profound
suspicion of all multilateral approaches where these
do not coincide with or directly promote the interests
of these countries. We are facing the danger of a
retreat from multilateralism which can only adverse
ly affect the prospects of international peace and
security and undermine the very foundations of this
unique Organization. India and other non-aligned
countries are determined to reverse this trend. As
h,dia did at the outset of the establishment of the
United Nations, I would like now once again to
reaffirm, on behalf of the Government and people of
India, our undiminished faith in the United Nations
and our continued commitment to the purposes and
principles enshrined in ~he Charter.
192. In his thought-provoking report on the work of
the Organization [A/39/1), the Secretary-General has
reiterated the need to preserve and strengthen the
Organization for harmonizing the actions of nations
and to enhance the concept of multilaterialism,
which is a basic premise of our activity in the United
Nations. He has rightly asserted that the realization
of the full potential of the United Nations depends
upon a willingness to teke active steps to experiment
with new approaches on the assumption that our
common and agreed objective is human survival in
reasonably decent conditions. We need to ,onder
over this issue. The fortieth anniversary of the
United Nations should provide us with a unique
opportunity for rededication, but also for a reassess
ment, some soul-searching and, above all, concrete
remedial action. Our commitment to the multilateral
approach is important and must be strengthened if
we want the vision of the founding fathers to be
realized.
193. Throughout the years of our freedom struggle,
India's leaders viewed independence not merely in
national terms but as a part of the struggle of
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oppressed peoples everywhere for justice-political, arms race has begun in the' chemical weapons field.
economic and social. In the course of its transforma- New technologies are being developed which would
tion, India has built up a vast industrial infrastruc- make space, which ha~ hitherto remained largely
ture which has enabled it to keep pace with the peaceful, a dangerous arena of military confronta-
scientific and technological advancements taking tion. Striking advances are also being made in
place in the world. Our democratic institutions, conventional weaponry, giving it a versatility and
evolved over the years, have given the people of lethal quality unknown in previous years.
~ndia a de~p. sense of pa~tic!pationan9 com~itment 198. The escalating arms race, the rise in interna-
m ~~termm..n& .the natI.o~ s economIC, sO~Ial and tional tensions and the absence of willingness for
pohtIcal. pnontles. IndIa s ec.onomy e~vlsages a constructive dialogue among the major nuclear-
pre~o~mant role for the pubh~ s~ctor .10 areas of weapon Powers have increased the risks of the
basl~ mdust~ :as well as a .flounshm~ pnva;te sector outbreak of a nuclear war. Clearly, the dangers of the
co~slste~t wIth our ~oclo-economlc p~Ilosop~y, total annihilation of mankind, indeed, of any life on
~h19h alms at p~ospenty and growth Wlt~ SOCIal this planet, are so great and increasing with such
~ust.lce. The pl~nnIng process adopted by IndIa as an inexorable rapidity that we cannot permit ourselves
mdlspensable mstrume~t for the developm~n~ of. all the luxury of either indifference or despair. Danger-
sectors of our economy mvolves the full partIcIpatIon ous doctrines, such as those of nuclear de\.errence and
of our people.. . .. of limited nuclear warfare, are being propounded. No
194. In ~ur mternat~onal relatIOnshIps, ad~ere.nce country will remain unaffected by the horror of
t~ the pol~cy o.f non-ahgnment has been both mstmc- nuclear conflict once it is unleashed. By the same
bve and mevltable. Even before the Movement of token none of us can remain indifferent to the need
Non-Alig~edC~u~tries held its f)rst summit in 1961, to sp~ed up disarmament negotiations. It is ironical
the essentIal pnnclples of non-alIgnment had become that the principal justification for adding new and
the basis for the conduct of our foreign policy. costly weapon systems to the arsenals of the great
195. Today the Movement of Non-Aligned Coun- Powers has been that it provides better negotiating
tries, with its membership of 101 countries, consti- positions for those countries in any arms limitation
tutes the vast majority of the membership of the talks. The logic of this position is that disarmament
United Nations. It is an indication of the intrinsic can commence only after countries have armed
appeal and relevance of this Movement, as well as its themselves fully. Such bizarre logic cannot be expect-
significance and its achievements to date, that almost ed to serve as a basis for any serious arms limitation
every newly independent nation seeks membership. exercise.
196. As Prime Minister Indira Gandhi said in her 199. A fresh and concerted world-wide effort must
address!! to the Seventh Conference of Heads of therefore be made to halt the arms race. Nuclear-
State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries, held weapon States bear the greatest responsibility and
at New Delhi from 7 to 12 March 1983: must adopt urgent, practical measures to prevent a

"Its significance is not to be measured by the nuc~ear war. Specific ~roposals ha,:e been made by
number of divisions or the megatons of destructive IndIa and other non-alIgned countnes for a conven-
power we command, but by the intensity with tion under United Nations aegis I?rohibiting the use
which we desire peace and freedom, development of nuclear weapons under any CIrcumstances. The
and international justice. idea of a freeze on ~he p~o~uctionand deployment of

"Other Governments may have conflicting opin- nuclear weat?0ns IS gaI~mg popu~ar support and
ions on right and wrong. We the non-aligned have needs to be ~lVen a I?ractIcal shap~ 1~ order to break
chosen peace, which surely is the right and inevita- the present Iml?asse m arms negotIatIons. Efforts for
ble choice. We have sought and continue to seek a comprehensl.ve nuc~e~r-weapons7te~t-b~n treaty
friendship with all, except Governments which are must be expedIted. EXlstmg arms hmltatIO.n agree-
racist or threaten the hard-earned freedom of ments mu~t be observed and new ones negotIated. At
others. Non-alignment is not vague not negative the same tIme, a concerted ~ffort ought to be made to
not neutral. " preven.t .a. new and potentIally more qangerous and

" . ... destablhzmg round of the arms race m the area of
Non-alIgnment IS natIonal mdepend~nce and space-based systems. Diplomats and experts engaged

freedom. I~ stands .for peace a!ld the aVOIdance. ~f in arms limitation and disarmament negotiations
confr0t:\tatIOn. It alms at ke~pmg away fn?m mlh- must now take due note of the mass popular upsurge
tary allIances. ~t ~.eans equ~hty am~ng natIOn~ and in the world against nuclear weapons.
the democratIzation of mternatIOnal relatIons, .. ... . .
economic and political. It wants global co-opera- 200. A major peace I~ItIatlv~ ~n thIS reg~rd was
tion for development on the basis of mutual tak~n recently. by the Pnm.e MInIster of IndIa, Mrs.
benefit. It is a strategy for the recognition and Indlra GandhI, togethe! wIth the Heads. of State or
preservation of the world's diversity." Government. of Argentm~, Greece, M~XICO, ~weden

197. The question of disarmament has always re- and .the U~I~~d .Repubhc of TanzanIa. ThIS five-
mained a basic concern of India and other countries contmt:nt mI~Iat!Ve, lau~ched on ~2 May 1984,
of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries. Govern- states, inter alza, m the Jomt DeclaratIon [A/39/277]:
ments and peoples all over the world are becoming "As leaders of nations, States Members of the
increasingly aware of the grave threat posed to the United Nations, we have a commitment to take
very survival of mankind by the development, accu- constructive action towards halting and reversing
mulation and deployment of nuclear weapons and the nuclear-arms race. The people we represent are
their delivery systems. Two special sessions of the no less threatened by nuclear war than the citizens
General Assembly have been devoted exclusively to of the nuclear-weapons States. It is primarily the
this question. Yet new weapons of mass destruction responsibility of the nuclear-weapons States to
and their Jclivl:ry systems are continuously being prevent a nuclear catastrophe, but this problem is
researched. tested, produced and deployed. A new too important to be left to those States alone."
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201. The Joint Declaration urges, as a necessary current year, the non-aligned countries have made
. first step, the five nuclear-weapon States to halt all serious efforts to complete necessary preparatory
testing, production and deployment of nuclear weap- work for the Conference and have Sl bmitted a
ons and their delivery systems, to be immediately framework for its agenda. We hope all members of
followed by a substantial reduction in nuclear forces. the Ad Hoc Committee will display the necessary
This first step must be followed by a continuing political will and address themselves to this question
programme of arms reduction leading to general and in a constructive manner.
complete disarmament, accompanied by measures to 206. The countries of South Asia are currently
strengthen the United Nations system and to ensure engaged in an active search for regional co-operation
an urgently needed transfer of substantial resources on the basis of mutual benefit. This is in consonance
from the arms race into social and economic develop- with our own policies over the years of reinforcing
ment. The essential goal must be to reduce and then the fabric of understanding and co-operation among
eliminate the risk of war between nations. The six- the countries of the region. At the South Asian
Power peace appeal has received the overwhelming Regional Co-operation Meeting of Foreign Ministers,
support of the international community. People all held at Male on 10 and 11 July of this year, a detailed
over the world have an overriding interest in collec- review of the implementation of programmes was
tive security and the avoidance of nuclear war. The undertaken. We recognize that this will be a long
appeal represents a significant step in mobilizing process and will call for much patience and persever-
wid~r world support for the objectives of the Move- ance. Eve!1 now the induction of sophisticated arms
ment of Non-Aligned Countries on disarmament, as in our neighborhood serves external strategic inter-
set out by the New Delhi Conference. ests and is complicating the task of peaceful co-
202. Non-aHgned and like-minded nations must operation in our region. Notwithstanding that, we
now think of other forms of action. The bulk of the have no doubt that the process of regional co-opera-
global military expenditure of $1 trillion a year is tion will continue to gain strength in the months and
accounted for by a handful of industrialized coun- years ahead and will not only assist the economic and
tries. A significant reduction in this enormously social development of the countries of "\outh Asia but
wasteful expenditure would not only help ease ten- also ultimately promote gocrl-neigh'tJourliness and
~ions the world over but also contribute to recovery harmony in the whole area.
and growth in the world economy and could be used 207. While on the subject of South Asia, it is with
to augment the currently decreasing levels of assist- considerable regret that I find it necessary to refer to
ance to developing nations. The proposal for a world recent developments in Sri Lanka which have taken a
conference on disarmament and development de- turn for the worse, have caused us deep anguish and
serves to be taken up seriously by Member States. have aroused global concern. There has been a
203. India attaches great importance to general and recrudescence of indiscriminate violence and killing
complete disarmament, particularly nuclear disarm- by the armed forces on a scale which recalls the
ament, and the prevention of nuclear war. A number tragedy of July 1983. Reports indicate that the armed
of proposals submitted by my delegation to begin a forces in that country have conducted large-scale
serious nuclear disarmament programme are already operations in areas where the Tamils constitute the
before the General Assembly. It is our earnest hope overwhelming majority of the population, resulting
that during this session our proposals, as well as in heavy loss of life and property of the innocent
others in this field, will be considered in all serious- Tamil population. If the spate of violence in the
ness and that meaningful decisions will be taken. northern province continues, it is bound to have
204. In our own neighbourhood, the Indian Ocean serious repercussions in other parts of Sri Lanka and
continues to be an area of competitive attention and precipitate an influx of refugees into our country. We
mounting great-Power military presence, posing a already have 40,000 Sri Lankan refugees in Tamil
direct threat to the security and integrity of the Nadu.
littoral and hinterland States. Th~ increasing militari- 208. The ethnic problem in Sri Lanka cannot be
zation of the Indian Ocean and its use as an arena for solved by military action. It is a political problem
strategic power-play is a matter of immense concern involving the just rights of the Tamil minority, ,md
to us. The establishment of new command structures only the determined pursuit of the political process of
has been accompanied by the introduction of sophis- consultation and mutual accommodation can lead to
ticated weaponry into the area. The 1971 Declaration a constructive way out.
of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace [resolution
2832 (XXVI)] remains unimplemented. 209. After the communal violence of 1983, the
205. Ever since the expansion of the Ad Hoc Prime Minister of India offered her good offices to
Committee on the Indian Ocean in 1979, it has been help find a political solution to the problem. Presi-

dent Jayawardene of Sri Lanka accepted that offer,
the earnest hope of the littoral and hinterland States and the efforts of our special envoy to promote the
that the permanent members of the Security Council process of dialogue have been undertaken with the
and the major maritime users of the Indian Ocean full concurrence of the Government of Sri Lanka.
would contribute towards the early convening of the While talks within the framework of the All Party
Conference on the Indian Ocean and to the early d' .
realization of the objectives of the 1971 Declaration. Conference are continuing, innuendos an tnstnua-
The evidence of the last few years has belied this tions are repeatedly being made against India.
expectation. On the contrary, efforts are afoot to 210. We have reaffirmed our stand in favour of Sri
distort the fundamental structure and elements of the Lanka's integrity and unity and have expressed
1971 Declaration. We believe that the Conference, to opposition to all forms of violence and separatism.
be held at Colombo, should be convened urgently to Because of the large number of Tamil refugees from
begin the process of elimination of great-Power Sri Lanka in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu and
military presence from the Indian Gcean in realiza- ~ecause of the many age-old links between the Tamil
tion of the objectives of the Declaration. During the populations of the two countries, the repression and
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denial of human and political rights of the Tamils in well-being of much of the world. As Chairman of the
Sri Lanka give rise to repercussions in our country Movement of the Non-Aligned Countries, India has
with which we are trying to deal as best we can. But it remained in touch with both sides to bring an end to
is a travesty of facts to suggest that we are in any way this conflict which weakens the Movement's unity
responsible for Sri Lanka's problems. The problem and solidarity. We are heartened that the Secretary-
exists right there in Sri Lanka and it has to be General's call for a halt to bombings in the civilian
resolved there. For our part, we do not and will not areas has met with a positive response from hoth
permit any activities directed against Sri Lanka from sides. We hope that the two sides will continue to
our soil. It is therefore regrettable that leaders of Sri show restraint and see the inevitability of getting
Lanka continue to make baseless allegations against down to negotiations for the settlement of their
India that it in providin~ sanctuary and support to differences. We are convinced that there can be no
Tamil militan~s. India IS doing no such thing. I victor or vanquished in a conflict of this nature. Its
should like to reiterate that such false and unfounded continuation will only weaken the ability of the two
allegations can only create unnecessary and avoid- countries to meet the challenges that face them as
able difficulties and misunderstanding in the rela- developing countries.
tions between the two countries. 216. The events in West Asia continue to arouse
211. The Prime Minir,ter of India has categorically our anguis!l ~md indignation. T!le co~tinued ~enial to
stated that India does not intervene in the internal the PalestIman people of theIr basIc and mherent
affairs of Sri Lanka or, indeed, of any other country. right to self-determination a.nd nation~ood, Is~ael's
India does not support any separatist movement; it arrogant, defiance ~~ the .wIlI .of t.he mternatIonal
does not support or condone resort to violence of any comm~mty, the cntIcal SI~uatIon m Lebanon, the
kind. It is our sincere hope that, through consulta- conSO~ldatIon,by .Isra~l of I~S st,ranglehold over th.e
tions, a viable political solution will soon be found occupIed terr!torIes, m9ludmg ItS s~ttlements poh-
assuring the safety and legitimate rights of the Tamils cy-all constItute sordId chapters m a seemmgly
as full and equal citizens, so that the people of Sri endless tragedy.
Lanka can live together in peace and harmony. 217. The turmoil in West Asia remains a most
212. I cannot over-emphasize the necessity for the serious ~hreat to world p~ace .todar· Recent. m0I?-ths
utmost restraint on the part of all concerned and a have ,wlt~essed a deterIoratIon ~n the ~lt~at!On,
determined pursuit of the political process to find a r~sultmg m furthe,r acts of aggre~s!on and mtImlda-
viable and acceptable solution in which the funda- tIon by Israel agal1~st the P~lestIman and Lebanese
mental human and civic rights of the Tamil popula- peoples. We remam firm m our .sU;pport for the
tion of Sri Lanka will be safeguarded. bra~T~ i ~G~>3'~ss an~ har~ssed Pale~tIm~m peop.le, led

, , ,by th~" F,' • ,Lme LIberatIon OrgamzatIon, theIr sole
213., The efforts ,for, a pohtIcal settlement m Af- autherl;' (" 'resentative. Occupation of the territory
ghamstan ,are contI,num&, though progres~ has been of neighbo, dng States will not guarantee Israel
~low. ~~I1~, there ,IS uDlversal. reaffi~matlOn of t~e security; it CL " if anything, only have the opposite
madmlsslbllIty of mterferenc~ m the m~ernal affal!s effect. A compl'ehensive solution comprising the total
of States, as also of !he mductIon of forelg~ tro~ps !D and unconditional withdrawal of Israel from all Arab
any country, th,ere IS no doubt that the sItuatIon m territories occupIed since 1967, the exercise by the
South-West, ASIa can be resolved only !hr~ugh an Palestinian people of their inalienable national and
over~ll polItIc~I, settlement ~ased on prmclples set human rights, including the right to establish an
out I~ the Pohtlcal.peclaratlOn adopted at the New independent State in their homeland, and mutual
DelhI Con~erence. The efforts of the ~ersonal guarantees of security among States of the region
RepresentatIve of the ~ecretary-General m p~~t must be achieved.
months have sought to Impart momentum to tdS 218. We support the convening of an international
process and deserve our support. peace conference on the Middle East under United
214. Of equal concern to us are the continuing Nations auspices for finding a comprehensive, just
difficulties that have come in the way of peace in and lasting solution in accordance with well-estab-
South-East Asia. The ev~nts of the past ye~r have lished principles laid down in United Nations resolu-
made us only more conscIOus of the opportumties, as tions. The situation in the region does not br.ook any
well as the pitfalls, that lie in the search for a solution delay and urgent preparatory measures should be
of the problems afflicting that region. India is undertaken so that the conference can be convened at
co~vince~ that ther~ can be ~o military solution to the earliest possible time. In this context, India is
thIS questIOn. What IS needed IS a balanced approach appreciative of the efforts being made by the Secre-
that takes into account the security and other consid- tary-General towards the convening of the confer-
er~ti~ns of all. th~ countries in the region and ence and the process of consultations initiated by
ehmmates outSIde mterference. We ~re hopeful that him with the parties concerned to find a comprehen-
the new processes of dIalogue opemng up between sive solution. \Ve stand ready to extend our full
the .c~untries of, Indo-~hina and A~EAN will yield support and co-operation in this connection.
posItIve results m commg months a~~ ~ake for a 219. It is now a century since Namibia fell prey to
IPuch-need,ed sense of tru;st and reconCIlIatIOn among colonialism at the Berlin Conference of 1884-1885.
the countrIes of the regIOn. For the larger part of the period and up to the present
215. The futility of war as a means of settling day, this Territory and this valiant people have
disputes has been highlighted in the tragic fratricidal suffered a particularly brutal and repressive colonial
conflict between Iran and Iraq, The continuing war presence, an extension of the abhorrent system of
has involved great sacrifict";s by both sides, resulting apartheid. Eighteen years of direct United Nations
in enormous losses not only of material wealth but jurisdiction over Namibia have brought the Territory
also of precious and irreplaceable human lives. The closer to independence only in theory, as the United
critical situation in the region threatens not only the Nations plan for Namibian independence remains
security of the Gulf but also the safety and economic unimplemented in spite of its universal acceptance as
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the basis for a peaceful settlement. Sadly, the ques- [resolution 38/10] augured well for peace anc r.econ-
tion of Namibia has become embroiled in the web of ciliation in that troubled region. So also have the
East-West tensions, with entirely irrelevant and untiring endeavours of the Contadora Group of
extraneous considerations being introduced into nations. The non-aligned countries h~ve pledged full
what is, and must essentially remain, a question of support to the Contadora exercise. \Ve commend the
decolonization. The South West Africa People's Contadora countries for their persev.~rance and dedi-
Organization [SWAPO], the sole and authentic repre- cation and for the progress so far achieved.
sentative of the Namibian people, has shown admira- 225 Nevertheless the situation in Central America
ble . re~traint, flexibility and statesmanship: South rem~ins tense and 'delicate, capable of explosion at
Afnca s answer has always be.e~ charactenzed. by the next spark. Again this year, Nicaragua felt
a,rrogance, defia~ce of w~rld opmlOn, and p~evanca- compelled to take recourse to the Security Council
tIon. The nO!1-ahgned beheve that only sanctIons can following continuing hostile acts directed against it,
force PretOrIa to pay heed. in particular the mining of its ports and harbours. 'Ne
220. We believe that Security Council resolution would like t~ see the endemic problem of t~e region
435 (1978) remains the only basis for a peaceful resolved by Its own peoples without meddhng from
settlement of the Namibian question. India, along outside quarters. We hope that accord will be
with other non-aligned countries, rejects any kind of achieved b~fore long on a comprehensive ~greement
linkage or parallelism in regard to the implementa- along the hnes containe~ in ~he draft Contadora Act
tion of this resolution. The Security Council must on Peace and Co-operatIon m Central America [see
consider more resolute action in the exercise of A/39/562].
United Nations responsibility over Namibia to en- 226. Efforts to resolve the vexed question ofCyprus
sure the implementation of its own resolutions. have received a serious set-back in the last year
Meanwhile, we remain steadfast in our support for following the proclamation of a so-called Turkish
the Namibian people under the leadership of SWA- Republic of Northern Cyprus and subsequent steps
PO, their sole and authentic representative, and in taken with a view to consolidating that unilateral
our resolve to assist them in all possible ways in their declaration of independence. The Government and
valiant struggle for liberation. people of India have deplored the unilateral declara-
221. We are being increasingly confronted with the tion. or.ind.epen~ence and firmly ~upport the unity,
proposition that racist South Africa is moving ternto~lal mtegnty, sovereignty, mdep.enden~e and
towards reform of its policy of apartheid. Mr. Botha non-ahgn"?-~nt of Cyprus, ~ country With which 'Y'e
found platforms to proclaim this to the world during have. traditionally had fnendly. and co-operat~ve
his visits to several Western European countries, rel~t1ons. We beheve that th~ umlatera~ declaratIon
visits that should never have been permitted to take of mdependence must be rescmd~d and mtercommu-
place and have had the effect of undermining the nal talks re~umed !1nder the ~u~plces of the ~ecretary-
international campaign to isolate Pretoria. The cha- General ~lth a view to arnvmg a~ a lastmg set~le-
rade ofelections on the basis of a "new dispensation" ~ent, takmg due account of the rIghts ~md aspI~a-
was organized in an attempt to confirm this impres- tIons of .b.oth the 9reek and the Turkish Cypnot
sion. A country known for its indiscriminate and commumtIes. In this context, we welcome. the steps
repeated acts of aggression against neighbouring recently. taken by ~he Secretary-Gc!1eral aimed at a
independent States is projecting itself as a votary of resumP!I~nof the mtercommu~al dialogue as well as
peaceful coexistence. This propaganda, which ema- the posItIve response of both Sides to the call of the
nates from Pretoria and finds an echo in capitals of Secretary-General.
some of South Africa's powerful friends and allies, 227. The international economic situation con-
will deceive no one. South Africa's attempts to tinues to cause great concern. When we met here in
hoodwink the world will not succeed. 1983 there were claims that respite from the severest
222. The root cause of all the problems in southern ~ecessi~n . in post-w~r history was it:t si~ht. The
Africa is the policy and practice of apartheid. The mdustnahzed ~ountf1~s may be e?,p~nencmg some
international community must not let flag its vigi- recovery, but It remams ~neven m .I~S spread and
lance against apartheid or its efforts to counter it by the~e .are doubts ab0!lt Its durablhty. The va~t
every possible means. In this context, we are happy maJonty of ~he developmg countnes have no~ expen-
to note the clear-sightedness shown by the Coloured enc~d any Improvement.. As a group, theIr gross
and Asian communities in rejecting, despite pres- national product ~as remam~d.stagnant and many of
sures of all kinds, the so-called constitutional reforms ~hem have e~pen~nced dechnmg growth rates. r~ll-
mooted by the racist regime. As the Prime Minister mg commodity pfl~es, adverse terms of ~r~de, flsmg
of India, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, stated in a recent d~bt burdens, ~arners to trade and dechmng finan-
message' "Apartheid cannot be reformed' it must be clal flows contmue to affect them adversely.
ended'" '228. These conditions have resulted in sharp rf.duc-
.. . Hons in imports and postponement of investment in

223. The front~hne Stat~s of south.ern Afr.lca have projects and human resources development pro-
lon$ been a bastt~n of resistance agamst racI~t South grammes which may have set back their growth
Afn~a, though It has meant great suffermg ~nd prospects for years to come. Austerity measures
sacnfice on the part of the peoples of those cou!1tfles. compelled by circumstances over which they have
The. world must .take urgent and resolute action to h~d little control have precipitated social disruption
fortify t.he front-hne States and st~eng!hen the South- and political instability in a number of countries. The
em Afncan Development Co-ordI~atlOn Confere~~e net effect of these measures has been to attract a
so that those States coul~ better wlthsta!1~ P~etofla s transfer of resources from these countries to the
~epeated acts of aggr~sslOn and destablhzatton and financial institutions of the developed countries. The
ItS threats and blandishments. appalling costs in terms of human misery and
224. The adoption of a resolution on Central destitution that these measures have implied are not
America by consensus in the Assembly last year brought out in the adjustment figures put out by
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international agencies. These adjustments, as the
Committee for Development Planning has put it,
have taken place "at the margin of life and death".
229. The gravity of the economic situation in Africa
is a cause of particular concern to the international
community. The critical conditions there have been
further aggravated by adverse climatic factors leading
to widespread hunger and malnutrition. In the clear
est sense, this represents a test of the will and ability
of the international community to meet this chal
lenge through international co-operative endeavour
and to make it a part of the overall struggle of
developing countries against hunger and poverty.
230. It is common wisdom to say today that, in an
interdependent world, the progress of the rich cannot
be achieved at the cost of the poor. This interdepen
dence was again acknowledged and emphasized at
the London Economic Summit of the industrialized
countries in June this year.
231. The test of the faith in interdependence lies in
the willingness to take co-operative action. As a
group, developing countries are larger markets of the
European Economic Community, the United States
and Japan than each of these three is for the other
two. When import volumes have had to be reduced
by as much as 50 per cent in many developing
countries, its dampening effect on recovery in some
industrialized countries should be evident. Sustained
economic recovery of the developed countries is
dependent on the reactivation of the economic
development of the developing countries. But the
actual policies pursued by many developed countries
seem frequently to reflect a rejection of the concept
of interdependence and the policy measures that this
would entail.
232. At a time when financial resources for devel
opment are needed by developing countries, net
private flows of resources to them have in several
cases become n~gative. Official development assist
ance has declined in real terms, as is evident from the
fact that, in the case of the Organisation for Econom
ic Co-operation and Development countries, aid as a
share of their gross national product has fallen from
an average of 0.38 per cent to 0.36 per cent in 1983.
Multilateral financial institutions are facing the worst
crisis of resources since they were created. A case in
point is the IDA, which is of paramount importance
to the poorest countries. The level at whkh it has
beel1 possible to a~ree on its seventh replenishment is
20 per cent less In nominal terms and 40 per cent
lower in real terms over that of its sixth replenish
ment.
233. Protectionism is steadily on the increase. The
United Nations World Economic Survey 198412 esti
mates that over half of world trade is now subject to
some form of non-tariff barrier. The practical effect
of protectionist measures is particularly intense in
sectors like textiles, in which developing countries
are the most efficient producers. We are thus blamed
for our alleged inefficiency and penalized when we
are efficient.
234. We cannot but express our disappointment at
the attitude demonstrated by some developed coun
tries during meetings of the Economic and SOCIal
Council and at the Fourth General Conference of the
United Nations Industrial Development Organiza
tion, held at Vienna from 2 to 19 August 1984, in
their approach both to substantive issues and to the
conduct of negotiations. It is difficult to avoid the

impression that this was, part of the systematic and
persistent efforts by certain countries to make the
United Nations system the scapegoat for their lack of
politkal will. We strongly urge the developed coun
tries to reconsider their positions and to work to
restore the norms and consensus on the basis of
which the United Nations system can continue to
play its rightful role as a central forum for joint
action for mutual benefit.
235. It is legitimate to expect that now that recov
ery in developed countries has started, even though
in an uneven and limited way, Governments in
developed countries will deal in a more comprehen
sive and co-operative manner with the deeper struc
tural problems of the world economy. It is necessary
to adopt and implement a comprehensive set of
measures for reactivating growth in developing coun
tries. We must recognize the realities of the situation
and work towards the establishment of a real dia
logue between the North and the South. Policies
which are recognized to stand in the way of the
resumption of the development momentum in the
developing countries need to be rectified. The ulti
mate objective of any good policy must be the
contribution it can make towards the removal of
existing inequalities and in achieving better growth
rates for all.
236. Deliberate measures have to be taken now to
attain more normal levels of growth. This cannot be
achieved merely by the trickle-down effect. The
agenda for global economic recovery and develop
ment suggested in the Economic Declaration of the
Seventh Conference of Heads of State or Govern
ment of Non-Aligned Countries I1 provides a bal
anced set of actions. Intensive consultations have
taken place on the two-phase approach towards
global negotiations put forward by the non-aligned
and developing countries, but agreement on its
launching has been impossible to obtain. While this
matter is being pursued, we propose in the meantime
that at this session of the General Assembly serious
negotiations take place to provide action-oriented
content to the Programme of Immediate Measures
contained in the Declaration. Particular attention
would have to be given to an improvement in the
terms of trade of the developing countries and to a
roll-back of protectionism. We have to tackle the
crushing debt burden of developing countries in its
global context and in a comprehensive manner,
dealing with both the financial and the developmen
tal aspects. Agreement needs to be reached for a
substantial increase in the net flow of financial
resources, particularly official development assist
ance, to developing countries. The resource position
of multilateral development institutions would need
to be considerably strengthened to meet the growing
needs of developing countries.
237. This session of the General Assembly has
several other important tasks ahead of it. In its most
fundamental sense, development has to be achieved
in human terms. The prevailing imbalance in which
47 per cent of the world's population has only 5 per
cent of the world's share of resources has grave
implications for the future of humanity. The close
link between population policies and economic and
social development has been long recognized. The
International Conference on Population, held at
Mexico City from 6 to 14 August 1984, adopted
useful recommendations for the further implementa
tion of the World Population Plan of Action. 13 My
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delegation attaches great importance to its quick and
effective implementation, and we urge the interna
tional community to give full support to the national
efforts of the countries in attaining its objectives.
Similarly, in a related field, we welcome the support
extended by the child survival and development
strategy of UNICEF to national efforts, including
those of my own country.
238. Access and acquisition of modern scientific
and technological knowledge is essential to carry out
the economic and social transformation of develop
ing countries. Because of our colonial past, many of
our countries missed out on the industrial revolution.
We have no intention of being left out of the
technological revolution. We think that the area of
science and technology is particularly suitable to
devise new and imaginative mechanisms of interna
tional co-operation for mutual benefit. In this re
spect, we attach great importance to the establish
ment of the long-term financing system for science
and technology for development. My own country is
fully prepared to meet its responsibilities in this
regard, and we urge all other countries, particularly
the developed countries, urgently to finalize the
financial arrangements which would enable the
launching of the United Nations Financing System
for Science and Technology for Development.
239. It is more than a year and a half since the
Heads of State or Government of the non-aligned
countries, at their New Delhi Conference, called for
the convening of an international conference on
money and finance for development. Since then, the
idea has gathered further momentum and gained
w;,der support. It has been pursued in a number of
forums both within and outside the United Nations
system, such as the Economic and Social Council; the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop
ment at its sixth sess,on, held at Belgrade from 6
June to 2 July 1983; the General Assembly; the
Conference of the Heads of Government of Com
monwealth Countries, held at New Delhi in Novemn

ber 1983; and the Williamsburg and London Eco
nomic Summit Conferences of the major industrial
countries, held in May 1983 and June 1984. Recent
ly, a group of five eminent experts appointed by the
Chairman of the Movement of Non-Aligned Coun
tries, the Prime Minister of India, Mrs. Indira
Gandhi, completed a detailed study of the substan
tive and procedural issues that would arise in the
context of convening such a conference. This report
has been made available to the member Govern
ments of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries,
as well as those of other countries. The need for
improvement in the system, whether it be described
as evolution or adaptation, reform or restructuring, is
now widely recognized. It is now time to set in
motion the preparatory process, with the participa
tion of all interested parties, for moving towards
serious negotiations on the subject. We sincerely
hope that a consensus in this direction will soon
evolve. It would be in keeping with the urgency of the
situation and the international community's commit
ment to the multilateral process for these consulta
tions to conclude in a preparatory process to coincide
with the fortieth anniversary of the United Nations.
240. India's commitment to the purposes and prin
ciples of the United Nations is firmly grounded in the
traditions of our foreign policy. As the Prime Minis
ter of India said at the thirty-eighth session of the
General Assembly on behalf of the non-aligned

countries: "Firm hith 'in the United Nations is
central to the non-aligned" [9th meeting, para. 5].
The observance of the fortieth anniversary of the
United Nations next year should provide us all with
an opportunity for rededication to the ideals that
have animated the founders of this Organization.
241. The non-aligned countries will be in the fore
front of preparations for the commemoration of that
anniversary. It would be fitting if participation in the
commemorative session by Member States was at the
highest level, in order to enhance the significance of
the occasion.
242. The non-aligned countries also suggested at
the New Delhi Conference that 1985 should be
observed as the Year of the United Nations. Such an
anniversary should not become an occasion for mere
celebration. Member countries and their peoples
need to consider carefully the contribution of the
United Nations system over the past four decades, its
continuing relevance in the current international
situation, and the ways and means by which the
Organization can be strengthened in order to meet
more effectively the challenges facing contemporary
society. Its procedures and methods of work should
be improved in order to enhance its overall perform
ance.
243. Human institutions may and do face tempo
rary set-backs. Rather than give way to despair and
allow things to drift, we should make relentless
efforts to reinvigorate the United Nations. In this
endeavour, the abiding faith in it of the peoples of
the world remains its strongest support, and we
should do all we can to mobilize it.
244. The year 1985 will also mark the silver Jubilee
of the historic Declaration on the Grantmg of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples,
enshrined in General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV). That the membership of the United Nations
has grown so impressively in recent decades is due in
no small measure to the endeavours of the Organiza
tion in the field of decolonization. We hope that the
twenty-fifth anniversary of the Declaration will be
appropriately observed. As a country with a deep and
abiding commitment to decolonization, India looks
forward to participating in that exercise.
245. The year 1985 will also be observed as Interna
tional Youth Year. Youth, which constitutes a crucial
segment of the population, can make a valuable
contribution to the development process and to the
promotion of international understanding, co-opera
tion and peace. It is therefore imperative that the
younger generation be provided with all the neces
sary conditions for participating in national develop
ment activities and in the study and resolution of
major national, regional and international problems.
The observance in 1985 of International Youth Year
is indeed timely, as it will serve to draw attention to
the specific needs and aspirations of the future
generation.
246. In her address to the General Assembly last
year, at its thirty-eighth session, Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi referred to a new order struggling to
be born amidst the upheavals of the present-day
world:

"For us, the non-aligned, and for all who are
deeply concerned with the future of humanity, the
question is whether we help the birth of this new
creation or throttle it before it can draw breath.
The matter is not simple, because history has



NOTES

The meeting rose at 1.25 p.m.

lPanama Canal Treaty and Treaty concerning the Permanent
Neutrality and Operation of the Panama Canal, signed in Wash-

176 General Assembly-Thirty-ninth Session-Plenary Meetings

proved time and again that ideas and movements ington on 7 September 1977 (The Department of State Bulletin,
can be obstructed, but not stopped. How long can a vol. LXXVII, No. 1999, Washington, O.c., Government Printing
few pockets of affluence continue to exert influence Office, 1977).
on the large populations, the natural resources, the 2See N38/68, annex.
cultural strength of the others? How long can allies
and supporters, who may not have a base in their 3See Official Records ofthe Security Council, Thirty-eighth Year,
own countries and who are not in tune with the Supplement for July, August and September 1983, document
changing times, be perpetuated? You cannot kill an S/15877, annex.
idea by killing its adherents. The newborn will not 4Ibid.. Supplement for October, November and December 1983,
die; the birth can be delayed but the cost will be document S/16041, annex.
much higher and the affluent will have to pay.
When peaceful change is thwarted, violent upheav- 5Ibid., Supplement for January, February and March 1983.
al occurs. Previously, the end of a civilization document S/15556.
brought destruction and trauma in its trail. If we 6United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 944, No. 13445.
keep to past trends, we too will be engulfed by
circumstances. But today we have the opportunity, 'Ibid., No. 13446.
which may well be the first in human history, for 8Treaty between the United States of America and the Union of
humankind to bridge the transition from the old to Soviet Socialist Republics on the Limitation of Strategic Offensive
the new in a conscious way, to build a new era, to Arms (see CD/53/Appendix III/Vol. I, document CO/28).

move together to a new future." [Ibid., para. 28.] 9See CD/335/Appendix II/Vol. Ill, document CD/294.

100fjicial Records ofthe General Assembly, Third Session. Part I,
Plenary Meetings, 154th meeting, para. 49.

l1See N38/132 and Corr.1 and 2, annex.

12United Nations publication, Sales No.E.84.II.C.I.

13See Report ofthe International Conference on Population. 1984
(United Nations publication, Sales No. E.84.xIII.8 and corrigen
da), chap. I, sect. B.
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